
Discovering More on the Keys

December 2020
(Notes from friend in italic, Jesus speaking in 2000/01 in normal text with different MO letters [numbered in (xxxx)], prophecy
from MB in red and blue)

[Note from a friend of MB: It’s taken me 20 years to realize that I never made it passed the first lesson on the keys.
Oops! I didn’t even know we were to take more and more “classes” with Ellya teaching. What I must have missed all
these years. But I’ll study hard now and keep asking more. Maybe you’ve learned things about the Keys that I don’t
know and can teach me. Here are some things I’m starting to discover. There is plenty more to find out. I’m sending
another file also of some prophecies from this month on the Keys. Jesus said there is more to say—we just need to
ask questions!

One thing I did discover is that the Keys are talked about in over 1,700 files on Infostore, and within those files,
sometimes mentioned thousands of times in a single file! It must be very important to Jesus that we use them—and
learn about them. He said: ”As you start connecting the dots through the Word that I give you on the keys, your
understanding of them will be fuller and more well-rounded.” #3472
Prophecy: “For as a stone put into the tumbler, so to, am I polishing you My loves. I am making you a smooth stone,
a round stone, a stone fit for much use. And not only will I behold your beauty, but I will use thee to smite Mine
enemies. For with you I have, and am making a yielded and ready vessel. But thou must go through the tumbler of
My training for you. For you must seek, and you must search, and you must ask, and you must not be fearful, but you
must step out and trust Me that I will hold you up. Even though it feels like a tumbler at times, you must know that I
will hold you up, and that I am a sure foot hold. For just as in the illustration of the boy walking on the keys above a
high gorge, with Me holding his hand, so too am I leading you. For you shall walk on these Keys and defy the
impossible. I will lead you into all truth, but you must step out on the Keys and believe, then will I lead you. Fear not
for all heaven is on your side, I love you.”

I feel there are a few more dots that have gotten connected for me, as I’ve been studying and hearing from the Lord.
So I wanted to share it with you too. But there are more dots and more things to be filled in. I still have a very limited
vision and understanding. Maybe the Lord will show you more of the picture, and together we can find out what He
wants us to discover, in the written Word, and new insight He gives.
Though it’s been a bit mysterious so far, Jesus did say that:

And I opened, for your sake, the very real fabric between Heaven and Earth and Hell, so you may know in full the
power of the keys that I have given to you in the times to come. (3351)

Maybe now is the “time to come” when He can show and tell us the full information, or at least much more than we
know so far. After all it is year 2020—maybe He can give us a more clear vision and understanding about the Keys!
MB…“Why not, are we not fulfilling all the requirements leading up to knowing more? Forsaking the world and the
direction it is going in…training our young people, witnessing, living by faith.”

***
(Ellya:) I long to tell you how to call on the keys. First, you must understand that the keys of the Kingdom are real.

They exist. They are not a mere symbol, nor some sort of ornamental representation. They are a real and living,
vibrant entity. The keys are alive, and they represent our Savior's Spirit and all the power of Heaven, which can never
be conquered. When you call on the keys, remember that you are calling on a living, moving, powerful, spiritual
phenomenon. The keys of the Kingdom have been granted power by God, and they release power in return. When you
call on the keys, they will unleash power on your behalf. (ML #3368:35, GN 962).
Prophecy: “In calling on the Keyes, or as has been revealed, God’s eyes, our spirit helpers, the ordained conduits of His
power, you have gained access to the opening of an enormous secret. This secret has been waiting for those, who
through obedience to God’s Word find their way to the “door” to a new reality”.

Prophecy: “Enoch found the door whilst on earth, you My loves have come to that same door in your obedience to
David’s Words. The Key of David was placed in My book of Revelation by Me through My Keye, John. My servant
David was also My keye. My power lies in My Word, My Word is the Keye to all the power of the universe and



beyond. I am the Master Keye, My eye is omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent. ALL of creation is keyed into
Me, even Satan has to keep his keye on/in Me. Anyone that tries to take their keye out of Me or tries to resist this
order finds themselves in darkness, a void. Genesis 1:2 And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness
was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. Genesis 1:3 And God
said, Let there be light: and there was light. The keye of light, try and take it out of its keyhole and you have
darkness, the world has fallen into great darkness now, because Satan has managed to take the key of light out of
millions of people’s lives. [John 1:4 In him was life; and the life was the light of men.]As he extracts the key of light
from a man the light goes out resulting in a dark spot. As the lights goes out in, let’s say a town or city, then that
town or city darkens and thus it spreads throughout a nation. And just because that country has a form of Christianity
it does not mean the light is there, in fact that country may very well be in gross darkness because it has embraced
the false light or false religious system of the world today. [Matthew 6:23 But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body
shall be full of darkness. If therefore the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness!

****

My Word is the Keye to all-the universe and beyond. What did Satan want above all things? What did Eve want
above all things? Knowledge…understanding…light, keye power to the universe, which I have said, I will freely
give to those who follow the order. Satan wanted to break the “order” of things and steal that power for himself. Eve
was willing to break the order of things to get the keye of understanding. Genesis 3:5 For God doth know that in
the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil. Your
David was given the keye to understand My deeper Secrets, he obtained this keye through obedience. Enoch
obtained translation by the road of obedience. You My loves are on the same road. Unlike Enoch, you will not be
translated, because you are of earthly good, in fact you are very much needed at this crucial point in world history.
The door you stand at now has been reached through your obedience to My Word…the Bible…the Words of David
and then Maria and now the Living Word that is being poured down to you personally. I do not give this keye freely,
it must be earned through obedience; it is through obedience that you gain trust. It was through obedience to My
Fathers will that I gained the power to save the whole world from the destruction of sin. It will be through your
continued obedience that you will gain the keye to as much of My power as you will need for the job you have
before you. Now is indeed the time to reveal to you My brides deeper secrets; not only regarding the Keyes but other
secrets also. Am I not doing this very thing through My keye K, am I not doing this through the special keye that I
have given each of you? Remember this one important keyeMy precious ones, obedience, because it is through your
collective obedience and also your personal obedience that you will gain access to the next level…reality…state. I
am showing you that the way to My secrets is My Word, the keye is desire, the greater the desire for My Word the
more will be revealed to you, the stronger your keye connection will be, the stronger your faith will be for what is up
ahead.

***

2001--But know that your faithfulness to hone this new gift of faith that I have given you, to use these keys to the
Kingdom, will pave the way for the next great gift that I will give you, My darling brides. (3351)
Prophecy: “The keye to open this door is “Faith cometh by hearing and hearing by the Word of God”…i.e. the key
to honing in this case and all cases is not just ‘knowing the key’ but using it, memorizing and reading and
obeying…obedience to that key. Put it in the lock and turn it and in time the key will open the door to another level.”

2003--I hardly see any of the children of David hanging on to and claiming the keys like you ought to.
(3599) (Martin Burnham speaking from beyond)

*Note: Did we miss out on finding out and receiving “the next great gift”? What was it? Maybe we can get it now!]
MB…”Maybe we can, maybe He wants us to be workmen and mine for this treasure, maybe we are supposed put our
desire into action by seeking Him for deeper truth”?

New Reality—Living a life with the Keys
All Heaven is just waiting for you as you transform yourselves and adapt yourselves to this new reality.
My loves, now I can lead you to an astounding plethora of exciting information, new wisdom to assist you to
function in this new reality in which you will find yourself.
MB…“Prophecy: “Genesis 3:6 And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to
the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her
husband with her; and he did eat. I believe we are now living in that new reality spoken of in "More on the Keys! Part 2";
but there is a danger to all of this ‘wisdom’ and ‘knowledge’…just ask Eve and Satan --if he’d be honest with himself for just
one second. Without a deep abiding love for Jesus and His Word then the chance of slipping of the track is very real. All the
wisdom of Solomon brought him to understand it is all vanity. Are we on an endless search for some-thing, when all along
we keep missing the point that…Jesus is Enough ”



Your perceptions will broaden as you see and experience the new state in which you find yourself, and you will
know that I am the Lord and you are My brides upon whom I dote.
MB…”I have definitely moved into a new “state of mind” or consciousness in and around the time of the raising of
the bones. This is all about realization…reality…to realize something you didn’t comprehend before.”

All of their training will come to the fore at the time appointed, and I will use them mightily--not as mightily as I
will use those of you who have stuck, and those who will go with Me into this new era, making full use of all of My
gifts, including the keys to the Kingdom, for unto you is given the greatest power, because of your faith.
Prophecy: “And how do you move forward with Me…through obedience to the steps I show you to take. It is
through your obedience that you have gained access to new doors, with new Keyes.”

(More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 2 [#3351])

We are to be Discovering more on the Keys

Key Promise: As you call on the keys of discovery, I will reveal new truths from My Word.
Prophecy: “The level of desire you have will cause you to discover more. There is no end to discovery in My World,
for My world is eternal and never ending. Your obedience has brought you this far, now obey in this next directive.
Desire, seek after, dig, look, knock and the keye will be given to open the door to further mystery and hand in hand
with that mystery is power. Can you see what I am trusting you with, can you understand the magnitude of what I
am allowing you to see, why you are being given this greater understanding…light…wisdom? It has been given
because of your obedience.”

There are many aspects of the keys you haven't even begun to fathom, and as you start connecting the dots
through the Word that I give you on the keys, your understanding of them will be fuller and more well-rounded.
But don't expect to understand everything about them now or be able to use their full power all at once, because
that's just not going to happen! (3472)

The keys are a source of great power, which can only be released through your faith. In the days ahead I will reveal
more and more mysteries as the need arises, but all of these new weapons, because of their extreme power, are
given only to those who are committed to Me as disciples. (3599)

There is much about key power that you don't fully understand yet or grasp, because it's not yet time. But learning to
claim the power of the keys when you pray is the beginning of understanding and using their power. (3599)

I have answered your questions about the keys, as I will continue to do. For unto you it is given to have the full
power of Heaven at your side in these Last Days. (3599)

27. Hear her (Ellya) calling to you, begging you to use the keys! She knows that you want to use the keys, that you
have faith in them and long to see that faith manifested in tangible miracles and marvels. She wants to teach you
how to use the keys, like an old and revered sword that has done much battle and never seen defeat, so that your skill
can be sharpened, your power activated, your spiritual resources never-ending, and your own weak self-turned into a
champion that is undefeatable. This is all reality, My loves.
She now gives you your first lesson: the proper way in which to call on the keys. I will let her speak for herself, for
her pleading has reached your heart and she is impassioned and persuasive. Listen to her words well, for once you
have been under her tutelage, only your lack of faith and unbelief will limit you. I have given her My permission to
doubly empower those who cling to her words, who hunger and thirst after her instruction, and who do as she
pleads. Ellya is part of the full activation process of the keys that are available to you. You will learn more as time
goes on, as you obey the first steps that are shown to you, and look for more.

29. I am very pleased that you have found this great treasure and have inquired after it. In listening to Me and
receiving the training that I have ordained Ellya to give you, your understanding of the keys will grow
tremendously, and you will advance quickly. She will teach and explain to you one lesson at a time. She will not
give you more than a simple instruction in one sitting, and she will wait for you to absorb and implement what she
has given before she is permitted to dispense more. This is My command, because the gift of the keys is so priceless,
and I will only give it to those who are respectful of My Words, and those who are willing to be taught and
instructed.
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Prophecy: “You don’t need great power you need understanding on how to use the great power. Again, obedience to
My will, obedience to My instruction, to take the steps I tell you to take, leads you to greater understanding of My
will. You are not looking to usurp My power, for you know that without Me there is no power.”

30. Many will hunger and lust after the power of the keys. As My children advance in their use of the keys and
learn to harness the untold power of the keys, others will seek after the keys in order to twist their use toward
personal glory and fame. These will be eager to learn, to be instructed, to follow the steps to power. But they will
find none. The keys are only activated through sincerity of heart, and without the quality of a deep love for Me,
dedication, and yieldedness to Me, the keys give no power. The keys know the heart of a believer, and they will
not be deceived or made a mockery of by selfish and power-hungry users. (3368) 9/01 Again you show your
sincerity and love for Me through your obedience.

This is the beginning of the fulfillment of My promise that in the Last Days I would pour out My Spirit. Your faith
and your sucking, your wooing and enticing Me, triggered the activation of the keys I have given to you. And I
opened, for your sake, the very real fabric between Heaven and Earth and Hell, so you may know in full the power
of the keys that I have given to you in the times to come. (3351)
Prophecy: “This is the trigger. Many of My promises in the tomes and letters of David and Maria were like time
release capsules; set to be opened by the right people at a designated time in history. Just as David and Maria were
chosen time capsules, set to go off or be activated at a precise period in history, so were you My loves. Through your
obedience many Keyes have been triggered and are now rising to fulfill their destiny. Stay yielded My brides, stay
focused on the job at hand; for as saith the inscription on this time capsule, so it is done, and so will it be written
what My Word hath claimed. All I ask for is your obedience; it is your continued obedience that will activate and
open more keyes and so will this process of activation create a mighty wave of end time miracles as these keyes lock
into to the final Key and My power will explode and the end will come.”
Note from MB, 2022: Since the time of this compilation in 2020 we have been given the “Keys to the Wilderness”
and the “Blue Key”, among other important Endtime Keys. The “Keys to the Wilderness” maybe better explained as
“The Keys of Revelation 12:6”.
Prophecy: “The ‘Keys to the Wilderness’ are a gift given to My “Philly Brides”(Rev. 3:7) these are they that will
pass through great tribulation, but not as the world or My faithless old church children will pass through this dark
hour. My Philly Brides will pass through this time of temptation holding the Keys of the Kingdom. It is because of
their faith in Me and My Word of revelation that they hold these keys, these ones chose to believe the new wine
poured forth from the mouth of My prophet David, and because of their belief I have continued to pour forth new
revelations, and at times with new keys attached.The Key of Revelation 12:6 is one such key, the Blue key is another,
but they are only two on a vast spiritual key ring that is accessible by faith. Without faith in the Keys of the Kingdom
they will not work because they are attached to My will, and only those that obey My will can hold these Keys, the
disobedient and willful cannot hold them. The Keys do not obey the will of man.
The Keys to the Wilderness give the holder entrance to an open door or portal through the spiritual veil that separates
My Kingdom from the material world. I hold the Key of Heaven and Hell, and there is only one way to Heaven or
Hell for that matter, and that is through Me, I am the door. My Kingdom is set up much like the material world. It is
about choice, majesty of choice and free will. Once you are inside My realm, either through death or by passing
through the veil using the gift of prophecy or when given a dream or vision from this side, you begin to learn. I
won’t be talking about dreams and visions or prophecy in this discussion, I want you to focus on the Keys. The
Wilderness key has been used by different prophets throughout history; for example Moses used them when crossing
the Red Sea, David used them to escape from the hand of Saul, Elijah and Elisha, Philip and the list goes on.
Although the Wilderness keys were used during the time of My prophets they were more specifically kept in reserve
for the Endtime. And although I used them and even spoke of them in Matthew 16:19, I purposely didn’t expound on
their use. Let Me read a very special verse to you now…you know it well…”And to the angel of the church in
Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth,
and no man shutteth; and shutteth, and no man openeth;”. Now allow Me to read to you a prophecy given in 1971
to My prophet David.” (PROPHECY:) "THE KEY OF DAVID IS THAT CHORD WHICH I STRIKE UPON THY HARP to
AWAKEN thee from slumber--that signals thee to come to life to help My Children in the time of their great distress. The Key
that I strike upon thy harp-the chord which I strike upon thy strings, is the tone that signals thee--the Key of David!"
I SEE A PICTURE OF DAVID ASLEEP, entombed as it were in the System (matrix)! Above his head hangs the harp of the
Spirit of God that plays the music to which his soul responds. "Upon which I the Lord thy God strike the chord which draws
INSTANT response from thy heart & brings thee instantly alive--the tone signal that activates thee to serve thy people. I have
awakened thee through the Key of David, & thou hast awakened & LED My Children--My People--to freedom!"
The time of “distress” has come My Philly brides, you who are nothing but peculiar people, you who do not belong
to this world, but are strangers and pilgrims passing through on a mission for your King. It is by faith and will always
be by faith whilst you remain in the plane of material man. Because you took up and believed in the one who held
the Key of David, you opened a door that cannot be shut by anyone or anything but your faith. Your faith gave you
full access to the Key of David which in turn gave you access to all the Words I poured out through David the door.
To those whom I call My Philly brides, I say this, eye hath not seen, and ear hath not heard, neither hath it entered
into the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for those that love Me. And to you I have given the Key



to the wilderness of My spirit. This Key, as My most intimates know, is a key to a portal that the faithless cannot
open, that the enemies of God cannot open or see even. But My faithful can see, those that hold the Keyes of
David, those of faith.
My Kingdom is within you and all around you, and one day very soon, you will be taken from this world, just as I
was lifted up by the hand of My Father to My reward, so will you be. But until then you are required on the earth
plane as My representatives. But I have not left you comfortless or without the facilities to perform your duty for
Me. The Keys of the Kingdom are at your beck and call, you are surrounded by a “great cloud of witnesses”, spirit
helpers and angels that, on request, will come to your aid to give you support, counsel and protection. Use the
Keys of the Wilderness at times of distress, when all is dark and you cannot see. One of its powers is that of
translation, you will have the ability through this key to live in both worlds, it will be as if you have left this earth
plane when using this Key. Read My Word in the Bible and you will see when and where I used this special Keye.
Have faith My brides of the End, have faith and flee into the wilderness during the hour of temptation, that will
come upon the whole world, that hour which is now upon you. Scripture must needs be fulfilled; I will not and
cannot take you before your time, for out of you shall come My two witnesses, those whom are ordained to fight
with the fire of My Word during the last days of man, the Great Tribulation.”
See video Keys are our Wilderness: https://youtu.be/QVklVlL3DiU

***

More to Give and to Reveal

The keys of revelation part the veil between your world and Mine, and in our times of intimate communion I will
reveal to you My secrets.
Prophecy: “Am I not revealing to you My deeper secrets? Am I not parting the veil off of promises of yesteryear?
Am I not fulfilling those promises now? Like a key that is being fitted into a lock that has kept secret a great
treasure, so are these events being released and revealed.”

The keys of the Kingdom will unlock the door to the mysteries of My Spirit and will reveal to your satisfaction the
answers to all of the deep questions of life.
Prophecy: “And not only the questions you and others have held onto by faith all these years, but the keyes will
release the floodgate of power that I have promised would eventually wash this world clean of all the filth of Satan
and his clan of demonic cohorts.”

Through these gifts, you are--and will be more and more--able to access My private information which will
give you insight and information in the days ahead. Such things will be for your spirits only to grasp and utilize
to remain a leap ahead of the Enemy's attempts to destroy you. That's why it's necessary to limit their access by
making them fully available only to those who call on them in full faith. (3599)
Prophecy: “Obedience takes faith, and it has been your faith to obey when called that has brought to you all the
private information and future promises that are being released to you at this time. Continue releasing this
information to those worthy ones who have been waiting and wondering when and how the promises of God
through their prophet David would be fulfilled.”
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These keys to the Kingdom are not the last gift that I will give you, My children of David. Those who hold on
and go on for Me will receive more spiritual gifts from My hand. The time is not yet right for Me to reveal them
to you now, because I must take you one step at a time. But know that your faithfulness to hone this new gift of faith
that I have given you, to use these keys to the Kingdom, will pave the way for the next great gift that I will give you,
My darling brides. (3351) 2001
Prophecy: “I’ll tell you a secret My dearest loves, and many may still not comprehend or understand, but you will,
for it is for “you” alone that I will now reveal the details of this secret. The Reboot was one of these “other” gifts
that I had for you and those like you. You see My gifts are not always wrapped in pretty packages, but one thing is
for sure, My gifts are weighty and very precious and are never ornamental, or purposeless. They are given just when
I intend to give them and they are given to whom I will. The Reboot was the way into the future, the only way; just
as Gideon’s course led him and his men to the riverside, so the Reboot led you, and all those to be tried, to the edge
of the beginning of the ‘great testing’.”

As I go at your pace, and as each Family member strives to pull down more and more Heavenly messages,
your faith will be increased and your vision will be broadened.My messages and revelations for each one will
open up new truths to each individual, and the faith of each one will be increased more and more--and thus begins a
wonderful cycle of pulling down My seeds in faith, and My giving and honoring your faith with fuller and weightier
messages from beyond to guide each one individually from My Heavenly realm. And you will not be able to stop up
this flow--nor will you have any desire to. For all those who love My Words will seek to know more truth, and will
hunger after the meat of My Spirit that I so desire to give you. (3351)
Prophecy: “Have I not said to My prophetess that she should stand and be ready to open every available pot in order
to take the waterfall of My love in unto her bosom. Yes; and have I not said that it is her responsibility to pour out that
flow and not stop it up any longer, for she has found the channel the pipe the conduit where to direct the flow. Fear
not neither say there is not enough pipe space, the diameter is not large enough oh Jesus. For in time I will open up
other conduits and the flow will disperse into all-the world as a witness to all nations and then the end will truly come.
For there are many ends and your Father David played a keye role in bringing forth the time of the gentiles.” Daniel
8:13 Then I heard one saint speaking, and another saint said unto that certain saint which spake, How long
shall be the vision concerning the daily sacrifice, and the transgression of desolation, to give both the sanctuary
and the host to be trodden under foot? Daniel 8:14 And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three hundred
days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed.

*The above verses caused me to wonder if the “It Can Happen This Year 1992” letters had any possible
connection to the 2,300 days…following are some interesting number combinations; using the Jewish calendar:

1) 2300 days = 2) 6.38 years

3) Using the year/s 2021/22…The 4) Great tribulation or 3.5 years = 5)The year 2024.5/25.5
years the Lord has been showing us
as important upcoming years (see
2022 series of letters) +

6) Now take the year 2024.5/25.5 - 7) 6.38 years = 8) 2017/18.1 Around the time the
Lord started raising the bones.

 This series of dates are only really interesting if you apply the “What If” series, or in other words put aside the
notion that we ‘have’ to see the signing of the covenant and we ‘have’ to see a temple etc…We may be very
surprised how important the ‘What If’ series truly is. Anyway, thankfully it’s still a waiting game. I never believed
in putting dates and tags on the above issues; the finger of accusation is sooo painful.Just ask David next time you
chat with him.

 The number combination came after the prophecy was received and they came quite randomly; yet in the
end they correlated with events in our lives, which made it very interesting indeed. I know it looks like a
declaration, but it’s not. If you would like to see the prophecies that we received about these numbers
please ask. Or better still ask the Lord yourself what it might mean. We love you!

 Just a thought, if the COD are all the Word says they are, then don’t you think you would find “them” in
the Bible somewhere? If David can be found in open view, then perhaps his children can be found with
some searching of scripture.
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Update 2022 MB: From this page (7) to the end of page (11) we will not be using red to signify prophecy.

Daniel 8:13 Then I heard one saint speaking, and another saint said unto that certain saint which spake, How long
shall be the vision concerning the daily sacrifice, and the transgression of desolation, to give both the sanctuary
and the host to be trodden under foot?
Daniel 8:14 And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three hundred days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed.
Note MB: If you consider these two verses as speaking of the spiritual temple being the human body, and the host
being the children of God; then it could read something like the following.
“How long shall the children of God be sacrificed, during the time of the covid instigated forced vaccination
immunization program? 2,300 days, then the temple of God will be cleansed.” [2,300 days falls well within WHO’s latest
announcement preparing the world for another 10 years of pandemics following.]

[The Daily Sacrifice #DO 2902…7/93] Note MB: This was the year David was thinking Jesus was returning, and it was
also one year before he passed on to his reward.
4. All I know is this, and all I can tell you is this, that as I was reading your question and praying about the answer, a
very shocking answer came to me, totally unlike the above teaching, [Jewish temple sacrifice] totally different but
almost totally aligned with events which are presently taking place! Now you might think I've really gone wild in my
imagination! But all I know is I was deep in prayer, "Lord, what's the answer?" and this is what came to me:
5. [They] have already resumed their sacrifices, and we are it! It's been a long time since [they] were strong enough
to persecute Christians the way they're now persecuting us. They have been persecuted. But now the times of the
Gentiles are being fulfilled in the very end, and it's getting to be just like it was in the days of the Roman Empire!
And what were [they] doing then? They were sacrificing Christians. In fact, they're the ones that sacrificed Jesus
Himself. He was the sacrificial Lamb.
6. [Their] persecution of the Church began even before the Roman persecutions. [They (the Jews)] are the ones
who brought on the Roman persecutions…(Tongues:) "Listen to these things which thy father saith unto you, which
are the true fulfillment of this Scripture. Hear ye it!" Thank You Jesus! How fitting! How fitting! …Note MB: Amen,
this is the truth, confirmed by the spirit in tongues. Dad was taken into the spirit where the Lord bypassed all the
old Scofield church doctrine of animal sacrifice, which also means that the rebuilding of the 3rd temple has no basis.
7. …Rome didn't want to persecute the Christians. Pilate and the Romans didn't even want to persecute them, but
[they the Jews] insisted on it and demanded it--their sacrifice. …
8.…[Their, the elites] war against religion and Christianity is going to be much easier to pull off in secret, Note MB: A
worldwide vaccination really is aimed at destroying the temple of God --in secret especially when the Antichrist appears to pull
the whole world out of a mess and he acts like God, looks like God, seems to have the power of God, so that they'll even
worship him as God.
Revelation 11:2 But the court which is without the temple leave out, and measure it not; for it is given unto the
Gentiles: and the holy city (Note MB: Jerusalem is not “holy”, could this be talking of another city? Like the “City
of Brotherly Love”) shall they tread under foot forty and two months.
Revelation 11:3 And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred
and threescore days, clothed in sackcloth.

(Philadelphian Prophecy!, The [#0695])
THE LORD TYPIFIES HIS PEOPLE AS A CITY. And here He calls them Philadelphia, which means brotherly Love. Later
he called them New Jerusalem, which was a sign of a new church, not old Jerusalem, not the old Jews, but the new
Jews.

(Key of David, The [#0078])
"HE THAT HATH AN EAR, LET HIM HEAR WHAT THE SPIRIT SAITH UNTO THE CHURCHES. And to the Angel of the
church in Philadelphia (City of Brotherly Love) write: These things saith He that is holy, He that is true, He that hath
THE KEY OF DAVID, He that openeth & no man shutteth; & shutteth, & no man openeth; I know thy works; behold,
I have set before thee an open door & no man can shut it: for thou hast a little strength & hast kept My Word &
hast not denied My Name.

Prophecy: “But I say David’s children will also play their part to bring on the final end of ends. Revelation 11:3.”
What is our part…it is to use the Blue Keys to activate the “Final Key”.

(Assembling the Final Key! [#3525])
“Though the keys may look small, and using themmay not seem to you to be that important in this day and the
daily situations you are faced with, they open the smaller locks, which will open the larger locks, which will in turn
cause the massive barriers which currently hold back the floodgates of Heaven's power to be turned, and power
such as you have never seen will be released to you!”



October 11, 2021—The Final key
Prophecy: “Call, My loves, call for the final key, for you, My children, are at the door. Yes, it is time, indeed it is time,
look at your watch (“The Watch”)…see how late it is. I now know that you will not turn back, for you are committed
to the cause of David, and to the fulfillment of prophecy. Each little decision to yield, each little decision to say yes
has been like the small keys spoken of in the Assembling of the Final Key. It is My promise to David, that to his
children will I give the honor to slip the last little key into the massive final key that will release the power that will
be required to finish the final act of the final play of this era. The End must come; I have been waiting for your
obedience, your simple childlike faith, in the Words of David. I have not been waiting for the mighty or strong, not
the Saul’s but the David’s, those that know they are nothing and nobodies. Even now, as you stand before Me, you
see yourselves as nothing special, no one of significance, just street missionaries, going about with pieces of paper
like insignificant news boys and girls performing what you believe to be your Master’s bidding. I will not lie unto
David. I will not turn My back on My promises to him. If you will but obey and do your best to fulfil the Words of
David, I will hand you the final little key, that, when slipped into place, will begin the greatest show of power this
world has ever seen. Read the prophecy Assembling the Final Key and you will see that I have reserved this
moment in history for you, not you, but you --you of the children of David, who through obedience to My Word,
come to the place where you now stand. What are you but worms, but it is through your obedience and faith that
this key is now being placed in your hands. Go now and in spirit insert the key that lies in your hand; for I tell you
plainly that the hour is upon the world, the hour all creation, since the beginning of time has groaned in
anticipation for. This is the hour of your destiny, this is the hour that your faith and obedience has brought you too.
This is your commission; this is My promise to David and to his children. It is almost finished; in performing this task
for Me, one more mate hath found its fulfillment. Doubt not, be not faithless only believe. Go and do, sound the
trumpet, sound the charge, insert the key and it will begin. I stand on MyWord and I cannot lie.”

Note MB: May 27, 2022: So what does the 2,300 days have to do with us, and why us? Why not someone else?
This should be quite obvious for someone that has been reading, listening and following the Words of David and
Maria. The truth is, we are still living in a new day, and in fact every day is a new day when living in the world of
prophecy. The revelations that David, Maria and Peter received before the reboot did not stop simply because they
declared that the Words of David were not divine. In my understanding, saying the Words of David did not come
from God, is like saying prophecy is not from God, or “divine”, and to be frank I think that word is inappropriate
when talking about the Words of David. It is difficult to explain my thinking on the use of the word, so I will not go
into it here, except to say, could anyone say that David was not “spoken through”, that he was not a conduit of the
Words of God.
Now if personal prophecy doesn’t come from God, then where does it come from? It must come from self, so
following prophecy would be the same as following your thoughts. But that is simply not true. How do I know that?
Well that’s easy, I’ve put it to the test. I don’t just try it every now and then, or when I’m really stuck. I use it every
single day; I breathe prophecy like I breathe prayer. Prayer and prophecy are so close to being the same thing, that
to separate them would be like separating Siamese twins that are joined at the heart, one would die. We must
understand there are no other words in the world like the Words of David. They are divine, sent by God to His
people, and by following them you will fulfil the promises contained in them.

The Keys of The Kingdom, an Essential Part of Prophecy
The Keys of the Kingdom were given to the Children of David because of their obedience and faith. They are an
integral part of our destiny, as are the other “spiritual new weapons”. However, it was the gift of prophecy coupled
with new-bottle faith that led Dad, Maria and Peter to the revelations that fashioned our nature that made us who
we are today. The importance of prophecy in our lives, as Children of David, cannot be emphasized enough, but
neither can the other weapons.

“The keys are not only for your benefit, but for Mine-given to accomplish My will, to establish My Kingdom on
Earth.”

The Reboot and raising the bones; our personal testimony.
I see the Reboot as a necessary part of our growth and maturation. The following verses sum up the natural course
of events that led up to and followed the Reboot. “Every branch in me that beareth not fruit he taketh away: and
every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more fruit. Now ye are clean through the
word which I have spoken unto you. Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it
abide in the vine; no more can ye, except ye abide in me. I am the vine, ye are the branches: He that abideth in me,
and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: for without me ye can do nothing. If a man abide not in me, he is



cast forth as a branch, and is withered; and men gather them, and cast them into the fire, and they are burned.
John 15:2-6

Irrespective of what the Reboot left in its wake, the Children of David were not left comfortless. We were left with
the Words of David, and the time had come to stand on our own feet. This was the next grade, and it was to be
accomplished through abiding in the Vine; the children had to abide in the Words of David. One of the first things I
came to realize after “waking up” was that Ezekiel 36 & 37 were talking about us. I put a commentary, no two
commentaries, on the blog about Ezekiel 36 & 37. I believe the first one was back in 2018. I updated it and revised
it last year. Those chapters are historical; they are about us and our history, absolutely 100%, and they were
confirmation, that what we were hearing in prophecy about raising the bones was our next challenge.

Many of our earlier prophecies, those received after Jesus raised us from the desert of this world, were written in
books. Sad to say, many of them have been lost for one reason or another. More than likely, because of
complacency, we failed to see their future significance, and so they were left behind in one of our many moves.
We had received some significant prophecies in 2018 asking us to begin praying for the raising of the bones, but
the first computer stored prophecy regarding calling on the bones, was in July, 2020, here is an excerpt from that
rather long prophecy: “Continue calling to Me to raise the bones; because you need help on the precipice. For those
of your brothers and sisters who have not yet woken up, call, shout do everything you can to offer them the
opportunity to take back their calling, their destiny, the eternal reward. Hold on, beloved! Don’t let go of your crown
that is even now being slowly lowered onto your head.”
We understand from this prophecy that we were asked to continue praying for the raising of the bones; the
prophecy was referring to our earlier prophecies from 2018. And who are the bones? Well they are the Generals,
Captains of hundreds and the officers that will lead the greater army. Can you ever remember Dad saying, “we are
an officers training school”. The officers have to be raised first, so wake up Children of David, for the enemy is upon
us; pick up those new weapons beside your bed of languishing, call on the Keys turned to swords and run to the
battlements.

The reason I am telling the long story is to help you see the link between 2018 and the revelation on the 3,200 days,
and I also need to impress on you the vital importance of using the “living Word” in our lives today. If you do not
use this “new weapon,” then you’re essentially stuck back in the days of Maria. Jesus is the spirit of prophecy, so in
following Him you must follow His newWord for today. And in so doing, the pathway that led out of the Maria days
would be leading you to new truths, secrets and discoveries, but more importantly, Jesus, because of our
obedience, is able to fulfill all the promises He gave through the mouth of David. Yes, the mantle of David was
given to Maria, but when they closed the door and decided “they” wanted to go GP at the time of the Reboot, it
was akin to casting off the mantle of David. Although we thought it was the end, in reality it was only a door. We,
the “new church” picked up the mantle, crossed over our Jordan and now stand at the gate of our promised land,
“the Great Tribulation”. There are many battles to fight to enter the Promised Land, and there are many battles to
fight to overcome the enemy in the land of promise. Without the new weapons and I mean all the new weapons,
that Jesus gave us during our Maria training days, we will not be able to overcome the giants.

This is, in effect, our story since the Reboot; and it started with us being raised up from the desert of the world.
Going back to our tents after the Reboot was an essential step in our “rebirth”. When looking back, we see it was
necessary because we still had “the world” in us, and it had to be purged before we could move on. Joshua 5:4-6
And this is the cause why Joshua did circumcise: All the people that came out of Egypt, that were males, even all
the men of war, died in the wilderness by the way, after they came out of Egypt. Now all the people that came out
were circumcised: but all the people that were born in the wilderness by the way as they came forth out of Egypt,
them they had not circumcised. For the children of Israel walked forty years in the wilderness, till all the people
that were men of war, which came out of Egypt, were consumed, because they obeyed not the voice of the LORD:
unto whom the LORD sware that he would not shew them the land, which the LORD sware unto their fathers that
he would give us, a land that floweth with milk and honey. Now the tribulation may not seem like a land flowing
with milk and honey, but it is for us because it is a time of great miracles of supply and protection. I would not be
surprised if all of us have a similar story line.

Post reboot, our personal reboot, and where are we now?
We are following spirit helpers that have been assigned to us since birth, at least that can be said of the angels of
“heart and conscience, prayer and physical and spiritual protection”. The others have been assigned according to
the choices and decisions we’ve made during the course of our lives. It was one of these spirit helpers that flagged
our position at the beginning of 2018 through prophecy. We were told that “in 5 years a significant event would



happen”, two years later in June 2020 whilst reading the MO letter series “It Can Happen This Year 1992”in class
with our home a revelation came frommy guardian angel, Valiant, that set us on a fixed course to our foreseeable
future. All these steps and events have been recorded and can be found in mystical-bible’s Wine Cellar.
This series of MO letters set the course we are still on today. Since then, we have been following prophecy…the
living Words of God. Our lives are a sum of the prophecies we’ve received since we joined the Children of David.
Therefore the 2,300 days’ is a timeline given in prophecy from the hands of those we are following in the spirit
realm.
I am going to pass the next two pages over to Madi. She has compiled the prophecies that this article centers on,
she has also added some footnotes in order make it all comprehensible. After Madi’s add-on I am going to let Kaye,
Esteban and Dave add their bit to this intriguing story. I hope you have enjoyed what we’ve shared so far.

Compilation with footnotes...by Madi (May 28, 2022).

Back in the beginning of 2018, when we were really getting on board with the Word, Stephen received some
interesting prophecies. One prophecy said that we needed to give this country its last warning and that a “great
storm” would soon be coming Another prophecy told us that we had only 5 years left to accomplish this warning
mission, and that in 5 years, we would be “standing before the gate”. The gate of what, we had no idea at that time.
Amazingly, it was around that same time that the Lord told us to pray for the “bones” of Ezekiel 37, meaning the
Children of David who were lost in the system, that they would rise up to fight again in the Lord’s Endtime army.
So besides praying for this daily, the Mystical Bible blog also came in to being with meaty Word going out to all who
would listen. Later on this would lead to the MB videos being produced, but that is another story.
Anyway, we didn’t really know what it meant “standing before the gate” but we wrapped it in a bundle of faith and
kept going. We got busy giving this country “its last chance” We went on countless road trips, and ended up
distributing tens of thousands of Endtime tracts and giving the Endtime message to many many people. Actually,
that 5 year prophecy was pretty much forgotten about as we stayed busy with the blog, witnessing, school and all
that it takes to keep a home going.

…Fast forward to June 2020, Covid restrictions and lock downs had taken over. That was when Stephen received
from the Lord that the “It could happen this year 1992” was actually written then but was for us now. The Lord and
Dad wanted us to know that something would happen in 2022! So as Stephen went through the letter, Dad or a
spirit helper would speak in prophecy and tell how that part of the letter applied to us today. Following is an
excerpt of a prophecy that was received early on in the series. The interesting part of this prophecy was that the
spirit helper said that over the next two and a half years things would get worse and worse.

(Prophecy received in June 2020) Why did 1990 jump at you as you were reading? It is because it is no longer
1990, but 2020. Yes dear one, keep your eyes on the numbers. Everything in the Word of God is numbered; the
times, the seasons, the world, the heavens and the universe are numbered. The keys have no number; they are
like God and Jesus -without end and without beginning; omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent. Everything
else is based on numbers. Time, space, length, breath -all were built on numbers: “day one, 1000 years, etc..”.
God built the earth and day and night on nothing, but it started with a number: number One [God].
David, by divine anointing, stepped out by faith and gave dates and times and numbered the years. …
Till the end of this year and for two years following all hell will break loose. For the time of the gentiles is upon
you. Come out from among them and into the inner court in preparation; for his revelation is almost upon you.
Why was it done like this you ask. Well, there is always more than one edge to any problem, just as there is
always more than one edge to any object. But looking at the object itself; just as Dad mentioned in the letter we
are reading together -not only Job was being tested but like Job, his wife was being tested. The test of patience is
always one of the last tests. The Family was like Job’s wife and many did indeed flunk the final test.
…Over the next two and a half years world conditions will deteriorate sharply. You will still be able to get out the
videos, but it won’t be easy, so be steadfast. As Stephen Lee said, ‘There are those that are listening’. This is very
true. Remember, it is nothing in you, but only through obedience and faith. So if you continue to obey, the
anointing will continue to be there.
The revelation of the man of sin is very close now, and by 2022 many will know who pulls the strings of this
world. We do not say that the initial revelation is at that time; for that is yet a secret, but we are saying that
there will be no doubt in the minds of many, and certainly you will have done your part to tell many of those
many what or who has come into the world. (end of prophecy)

What was amazing was that when Stephen continued reading the series, he came upon the following paragraph in
the letter where Dad also mentions a 2 and a half year period!



ML# 2738: 37 - I'm just theorizing & conjecturing that if it were to be Yeltsin & all these things would suddenly
happen, then it could be that the Bible & the prophecies regard that as though his reign has already begun; in fact,
began last year!--Which would mean that there's only two-&-a-half years until he'd be supreme!Maybe the
Prophets & the Lord would consider that his reign began when he was first chosen by Satan to be his Antichrist.
That could be even two or three years ago, savvy? Whoever it is, in the language of prophecy, his reign could have
already begun when he was first chosen by the Devil to become the Antichrist, & he could have already been ruling
behind the scenes. So the crux, "the midst of the week," may come sooner than we anticipate! (end of excerpt of
It could happen this year)

That made us sit up and take notice. It was then that we remembered the 5 -year prophecy given back in the
beginning of 2018. We were surprised to realize that both prophecies warned about something happening at the
end of 2022 or the beginning of 2023! We had totally forgotten about that prophecy and in fact when we went to
look for the notebook where it was written, we realized that we didn’t even have that notebook anymore. Oh dear.
It also wasn’t recorded on any of our class recordings. The only thing we could find was Stephen referring to it in
one of his early podcasts. So the remarkable thing is that Stephen, without even knowing it, got that two and a half
year warning almost exactly two and a half years after the five year warning… so that they both meet up at the
same point: the end of 2022 or the beginning of 2023!
At the risk of making this way too long, I would like to include a prophecy that was recorded on one of the early
podcasts around the same time we were given the 5-year warning.

A prophecy received in February 3, 2018, about the coming of Putin and the winter months of Great Tribulation.
“The things of this earth will grow strangely dim in the light of My glory and grace. There is much I wish to tell you,
My love, but you are not yet ready. My love is a wild wind and it yearns to sweep the earth as a cleansing whirlwind
of my fury, a cleansing fire. For the Devil’s filth has consumed the hearts of My children everywhere. There are few,
oh so few, that understand the full consequence of what is come up on the earth. Your website is only the
beginning; it is but a small breeze stirring the surrounding leaves on the forest floor. A hint of the storm that is
coming, not strong at present, but different. A stronger than normal rustle of leaves in the treetops as the colours
of autumn shade the surrounding hills and forests. Scattered clouds move across the face of the sky. You see them
pass through the treetops as the winds shake the branches in warning of the coming winter. The air around you
has changed. “Something is different,” they say. They pull their coats tighter around their shoulders as they pass on
by not yet aware of the significance. The light has also changed, so slightly but definitely. There is a chill in the air
that wasn’t there before, or was it simply not brought to your attention sooner? The storms of winter will pick up
strength in 2018, perceptibly. So will My voice in you and others also pick up strength to meet the intensity of the
coming storms. It will increase with more violent gusts as the barometer of the End takes a sudden dip. The past
few years has seen Europe and the Middle East experiencing these gusts. For it will come from the North, out of
the North will come great confusion. It has not yet reached your land. People will sleep on, seemingly far removed
from the stirring of the coming hurricane. Do not fear, My children, continue to prepare for winter is coming. There
will be a few days of calm here and there, but be not deceived; it is coming in its fury. It is peace before the storm,
that peace that often catches the unwary. Take the keys in hand; draw them close to your breast. Learn of their
power and reveal them to others. Their glow will attract them. A stirring interest will be aroused into curiosity as to
what exactly you are holding in your hands. You will be known as the holders of the keys: the watchmen.
Remember that I am the good shepherd and I stand on the hilltop and have been watching, waiting with My eye on
both the weather and My flock as they graze below Me. My bellwethers have already been in preparation these
past years, for they too watch and are now themselves looking to the North and at the same time keeping a close
eye on Me. They do not fear. Although a little anxious sometimes, they do not fear, for they see Me standing strong
up on the hilltop above them, staff in hand, eye on the coming darkness of winter. They know that I know when the
time is right, when to move, when to call in My sheep to the fold. For winter is a time of leanness for those caught
out in its fury. But those within My folds are kept warm and safe whilst the winter winds howl around them. Now is
the time to send out My bellwethers of warning. Walk the highways and byways of the world, warning those who
will listen. Those who heed not My bellwethers will face the very teeth of the snarling, ravenous beast. There are
few words in English, My love, that can adequately describe the horrors that will transpire as the End approaches.
..You are to ring out the warning. Warn my sheep. For it is for their sakes that I send you out. For he that is faithful
unto the End shall save many.”

Prophecy: “But I say David’s children will also play there part to bring on the final end of ends. Revelation 11:3.”



The channel that I wish for each one to have connecting him or her to Me is a strong and unbreakable
channel. I wish to give to all not only generalized answers, but specific answers in specific situations. There's no
need to worry that you will come up blank, for if you come to Me in full faith, I will not fail in any of My promises,
and I will give you that which you have asked. (3351)
Prophecy: “The answers are falling; just as I filled the oil and meal in obedience to My Word through the mouth of
My prophet Elijah, so will I pour out through My children of David in this end of ends. Be not faithless only
believe.”

(Jesus speaking:)MyWord says, "Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man,
the things which God has prepared for them that love Him." "But," it continues, "God has revealed them unto us
by His Spirit: for the Spirit searches all things, even the deep things of God." And this is one of the things I will do
for you,My children--reveal. I have already revealed to you many things that I have never told others, and I will
continue to reveal.
Reveal is the key word. There are many things I have not revealed to the many who love Me, many other Christians,
but I am going to reveal them to you, My children of David. This is something that is reserved for you, and only you,
through prophecy, through listening to Me, and through hearing My whispers. (3351)
Prophecy: “Are you listening? Are you obeying? Yes My children of David you are, that is why I am now pouring
forth the flow of end time Word, new wine for a new and dangerous time. As the end approaches it will come forth
not only cold and refreshing but hot and scorching. It will come forth as fire from the mouths of My prophets, have
not I said this, have not I claimed this in My Word? Yes, and I tell you now, the time of its fulfillment is upon you.”

(Jesus speaking:) This will begin the time of getting out My Words like never before. I know you've heard that
before, and it seems that each year you get out more than the year before. But because you've entered the era of
action and I have so little time to help My children be prepared and ready for all that's in store for them, and will
indeed be upon them very soon, I will begin to pour it out in quantities such as you have never seen!
And it will not be a review of the basics, but you will chart new territory in the revelations that I give and that
are destined to be published! You will cover new ground in the spirit, for I will reveal to you secrets that have been
given to none other.
I will challenge all My channels to stretch their faith! They can come to Me to hear what the future holds for
them, as you have. That is a test of faith, but all those who come to Me with empty vessels will not only be filled to
overflowing with what I want to give, but they will also find the size of their vessel increased from taking that simple
step of faith. (3351)
Prophecy: “Have I not just now declared this truth to you, did I not say it and have I not done it and will I not
continue until the end. Yes My love doves, My ardent ones, My hungry ones, My brides of the end and for all
eternity. Open your vessels and take My spirit into you in full-force, for I wish to thrust hard and fast and pour out
My end time seeds, My wine that has been kept for so long, that has been maturing for so long, My vintage that is
now ready to be dispersed to the nations and their leaders and their kings and their captains of industry and war, for
now is the time all the prophets have longed for. I say the conduits of David are ready, I say My brides are ready.”

As you learn to overcome, the next test will be more obvious, and you will overcome more easily--because the
formula for overcoming will be the same each time. I've outlined the basics in the messages I gave for Feast 2001,
and I will give more specific counsel which you will need in the days to come. (3351)
Prophecy: “Yes, this particular line often escapes our attention; you must overcome by learning. How do we learn a new
thing, lesson, or way of doing something? By doing; the do it now policy, study, repeat the lesson, repetition. Does a new
verse implant itself in your mind the first or second time you read it? Hearing from Heaven, using the Keys, prayer, and
using a new spiritual weapon all have to be learned. These things have to be repeated over and over again, and if you use
as many methods as possible to implant these spiritual abilities in your being then the faster you learn them. You will learn
them, that is a fact, just as you will remember a verse if you repeat it enough. In respect to the Keyes, if you didn’t make
the first step, then you can say they didn’t work, or if you didn’t use them for the required learning period, then you can
say they don’t work. Unlike learning a verse, you don’t just learn a key, for the keys are interactive, they are alive,
they interconnect, interlink, they work in unison with other keys. That is why there are so many keys at work. It is
very much like the principal being pointed out in 1Corinthians 12: For as the body is one, and hath many
members, and all the members of that one body, being many, are one body: so also is Christ. If you are faithful
with your lessons, the Holy Ghost, your teacher, is faithful to grade you and at the end of the year graduate you to
the next class.”

(Jesus speaking:) I have much to pour out to you, My loves, My yielded channels. The only thing that limits
My pouring out is your ability to receive. I speak plainly now, for the time to understand My mysteries is at hand.
I have opened the books and now is the time for you to receive and to prepare. For the Evil One is angry,



because he knows that his time is short. But it is given unto you, My beloved brides, to know the future, so that you
will not be caught unaware and thus be snared in his traps. (3357)
Prophecy: “Understand this line My loves, I have opened the books! Remember this: I am the beginning and the end,
I am Alpha and Omega, I see the beginning and I see the end…it is all one with Me. I knew you from the beginning,
I saw your choices and I saw the world’s choices, I saw the choices My Family would make as the years rolled into
decades. If you look at the Words of David as Daniel looked at the visions and dreams and prophecies he received,
then you would understand that many of the dreams and visions and prophecies therein were not for the times they
were given. My Word is fresh and new to each generation, and some of it can be applied to the “now”, yet some of it
is in time, when events and times and seasons have matured and the seed is ready to bring forth. The keyes or seeds
were placed in My books and were to be opened at the right time by the right children. Those children had to pass
tests, they had to learn, and they had to be proven. The Words of David and Maria had to be followed and obeyed,
much like an intricate time release combination lock; the numbers have to be in the right sequence, and some
numbers have a built in time release contrivance that will not allow access to the next number until a certain time
period is complete. If you go back and read the Final Key letter you will begin to understand how intricate My time
release capsule is. You may ask why I made it with so many elaborate cogs and wheels and slots etc., from the tiniest
Nano atom up to the enormous universe with all the space in between, so many keyes, so many different parts and
players. Well My loves, this is all part of My love for you. Now I know the vastness scares you; that is because your
mind is playing tricks on you. What the mind can’t understand, it often rejects. It will say to you that it isn’t possible;
it wants to trap you in the here and now, the carnal, the seen. The enemy is always ready to agree with your mind,
because he too wants you to believe that there is nothing outside of this plane. As for My books; they are keyed to
My will, they are on a time sequence, they are also rigged in such a way that one step of disobedience will reset the
time sequence, for that person who disobeyed, but not necessarily for all people. There are certain time sequence
settings that will go off whether man plays his part or not, whether he keeps the rules of the game or not. There is a
beginning and there is an end. Man likes to think he has an eternity to do what he wants, to have dominion over My
creation Genesis 1:28 And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish
the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over
every living thing that moveth upon the earth. However he is wrong. He has been deceived, he will not be as God
or be God he was created for My pleasure, and if he is not pleasing Me then another release mechanism clicks into
place. This one is much like the one in the movie “Mission Impossible”, once the message has been read and
understood the mechanism self-destructs. If man decides he is not interested in the message and ignores it, that
doesn’t change the way of things. What I am telling you My dearest faithful wives is this: the world as you and
“they” know it is about to change, a certain point has been reached and the time release mechanism is about to click
over. You My dearest brides, lovers, precious jewels, pearls of great price, have played a very important part in this
sequence. You will all be eternally blessed and honored for this part you played. I wish I could say to you that you
are locked in, but I can’t. The time sequence is locked in, yes, and you did, as I’ve said a number of times, played
your part in the order of events. The years and days and hours and seasons are all part of My design and as those
numbers click over so does My final key move closer to completion. It’s all very intricate isn’t it? But it shouldn’t be
surprising to you, after all, just one quick look skywards, at night especially, and you will see on a grand scale, how
intricate it all is. Right there before every man, woman and child, the heavens declaring My handiwork Psalm 19,
you cannot dispute what is in open sight to all. Yet man still tries to deny it…how could I allow this denial to
continue unabated?

You've read how I called My prophets of old through visions and dreams, and how they heard My voice and talked
with Me. So will you, for I will always be at your side. Once you've strengthened your faith, your eyes of the spirit will
become stronger and you'll be able to see past the veil into the realm of My Spirit as if it were right beside you, which it is.
You'll be able to glimpse My angelic forces preparing to do battle on your behalf. You'll also be able to see the
forces of the Enemy. Yet don't let this frighten you, for I am greater than them all! This should stir you up to see the
battle, to know that you are indeed fighting a war. (3357)
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I will also allow you to see into the hearts and minds of men, to know if they are of Me. You have a measure of
this now with the gift of discernment, but I will magnify this gift to where you will be able to know the choices men
will make.Whatsoever your heart desires to know I will show you, not only in that day, but right here and now.
Yet in order to receive this gift of awesome knowledge, your faith must increase. Start now by asking Me
things you wish to know. Stretch the bounds of your present faith. Do those things that I show you, and you'll begin
to rise above what you thought impossible. Don't use this gift foolishly, but take it as a very serious weapon and
learn all the ins and outs, for you will need to know how to wield the gifts of My Spirit accurately. (3357)
Prophecy: “Have I not said that My ways are not past finding out? Of course, it is written, you’ve read it, but did you
hear it? It is saying you must “learn to overcome”. In this case you must overcome your ignorance by asking, learn to
ask, learn to stir yourself, be inquisitive, ask for the keyes of desire to be invoked on your behalf. You wonder why
you are not growing or why so much of My creation remains a mystery; are you asking, seeking, knocking. It is all
before you to excite your interest to learn and grow and to overcome.”

Prophecy; (Jesus) “Faith cometh by hearing the Word of God, yet the faith I wish to give you, is faith in My living
Words, for these are the words that will truly grow your faith for this present time. It's true these day will require
great faith, but as you step out to receive and do My living Words, the words I speak through My mouth for this
present day, then will your faith also increase greatly, and you will stay in step with the times. For am I not the one
who has allowed these things, am I not the one in control, I am. So as you follow Me, and believe and do, so too will
I lead you and show you My brides all that I require of you for this day. What am I asking of you right now? I am
asking that you stretch your faith. Therefore do this thing that I ask, seek and ye shall find, and in searching, and in
receiving, and in doing, so will your faith grow. I know each one's frame, and I don't call all to the same level, for I
know that some have not taken the training I am giving you due to this or that reason, yet, I am asking each, right
now, to stretch their faith. And know that the heights I speak of, the promises and far out miracles I speak of are
possible. I tell you now there is yet greater things you will do. You have not yet faced Satan and his hoards, you have
not yet faced him down, but when that time comes, I will show you just how great the miracles will be that I shall do
on your behalf. So stretch your faith now. Ask those crazy questions, step out on a limb and let Me catch you. And
know that even if you shall fall, even this too I can use to strengthen your faith. So come, come, come with Me into
this new day.”

Take this seriously and cherish your birthright. Look beyond the confines of the flesh and its weak limitations
and see My power. For you are only the conduit, the channel, the vessel that I can pour My power through, and the
purer the metal the conduit is made of, the faster and easier the power can flow through it. So be a conduit of My
power. Let Me live in you and take complete control. You will see things you've only dreamed of--visions, glimpses
into My Heavenly realm, and demonstrations of My power. All this is yours for the taking if you will yield to Me,
accept My calling in your life, and have the faith of a little child. (3357)
Prophecy: (Spirit Helpers) “Let us be your eyes, let us be your hands, let us lead you through the storm that has come
upon the whole world. For many grope in darkness, but you can see. You can see because you have believed. But
there is more that we must show you, deeper levels. Now is the time... It's not too late, for though it is late, the hour
has not yet passed. We are closer than ever, all you must do is believe and activate us with the Keys that are put into
your hands.
Call on us throughout your day, this is activating us. Key us into your day in order that you may unlock all that is
available to you for each day. We are your keys to victory. If you're not calling on us then you are not unlocking or
availing yourself of the full power. You want to activate us; then call, and we'll activate you, and the power will flow,
and your faith will grow, and stretch and expand. We can put those faith stretching questions into your heart. But you
must get to know us better; you must activate us more often. We are a major part in this end time game, so Key us
in.”

You want miracles? They're there for you. You just have to seek them, find them, and take hold of them with
faith. You want protection? Provision? Deliverance? Supply? Answers? Spiritual revelations? Supernatural under-
standing? Mystical insight? Wisdom? Creativity? It's all there for you, and then some! You just have to appropriate
what you need and want. You must take the step to enter the open door I set before you and seek diligently within
My palace for the treasures that are yours for the taking.
Prophecy: “Can you say that I have withheld from man? No I have not, I have given him all that he needs to live a
happy fulfilled life on earth, in the beginning I even gave him eternal life, the earth was perfect then. I have not
closed My door, it has always been open to My creation.
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Man in his disobedience closed many doors, but you My brides, My loves have before you many, endless open doors
of discovery, what is Mine is yours, you are My wives whom I love to dote upon. Ask and ye shall receive, seek and
ye shall find, knock and it will be open unto you.”

Prophecy: (Jesus) “And how do you get the faith for all these miracles I speak of? How else, but to ask; yes ask Me
what I want you to accomplish, then go about to do it. When you hit an obstacle, stop, and ask Me for the answer. I
have a miracle in store for all those who follow hard after Me. You wonder at times why I do not do greater miracles
for you; but I say, what is that to thee, follow thou Me. Are you following, is there obstacles in your way? Then
those are the miracles I have in store for you. Just realize that I do have the power, you have seen great miracles in
others’ lives, so it's more than possible. When your time comes I promise you, you'll have the faith if you've
continued to follow hard after Me. I have you here for a very good reason, know that I'm in full control and I love
you.”

Take the treasures I long to give you and spare not, for I have so much--far beyond your imagination! You
never need to feel guilty about taking all you want, even if you feel you don't need it. Don't worry that there won't be
enough left for someone else, because I always have more than enough for everyone. I've placed it in special corners
and chambers here and there, so that those most desirous and to whom it would mean the most will find each
particular treasure. Of course, these treasures are not meant solely for that individual--they're meant to be shared, to
be spread throughout your Family, and in many cases with the world as well.

So come, My brides. Walk in the door--the enormous double doors of My immense palace--and feast your
eyes on all that is yours for the taking! Use the keys I have put in your hands; cultivate the power I have given
you. Whatever you want, whatever you desire most from the realm of the spirit, is there for you. It is My pleasure to
give it to you! (#3354) So keep drinking in the new, keep letting the New Wine change you, and then you will
never get old in spirit. #3578

Prophecy: “I have many keys of desire in My hand, they can be taken one by one, or you can just grab the whole
handful and place them in your lap to look and learn at pleasure. Each keye opens a door to a separate desire; these
are not earthly desires like wealth or position. These Keyes come from one of My special treasure caches. They are
given by special request for they are most precious. One of the Keyes is named “three wishes”, it is a lowly looking
Keye, but is very special in nature. Another one of these keyes was given to Solomon, when with great desire; he
asked for, above all things offered, wisdom. Wisdom is a great and wonderful Keye, and like I did for Solomon, I
can do for you. But even Solomon in all his wisdom did not ask for the Keye of all Keyes. He was given his cup of
wisdom but with it he also found dissatisfaction. Ecclesiastes 1:18 For in much wisdom is much grief: and he
that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow. There is a Keye that I desire with all My heart to give you, it is a
Keye that will set you on the final road to your destiny. It is above all Keyes and is activated by your desire. Once
you have this Keye nothing on earth or in Heaven will stand in your way. Now is the time to desire this Keye more
than anything in life and after life. You know what Keye I speak of because I have already put great desire in your
hearts to want Me above all things. Ask for it; desire it with all your heart, for your wish is My command. It is the
Keye My Father and I shared whilst I was on earth, it is the Keye that meshed My will to His, it is the Keye that I
desire that you desire above all I have to offer. It is like all other Keyes; in that once you start using it, it will begin
to imbed itself in your very being. I’m not saying that it will make the other Keyes work more efficiently, no: all I
am saying is that it will help you to give yourself wholly and completely to Me, above anything or anyone in Heaven
and on earth. It is not an instant possession, it takes desire, it will take time, it grows, as love grows between two
people, now is the time for this desire to be sought for with all your will.”

Prophecy: (Jesus) “And how can one know their way around My palace? My palace is endless, it's easy to get lost.
You need a guide. And what better way to learn of My palace, but to know Me. That's right, come and make love to
Me My sweet bride. Am I not the great Key Man? Wouldn't it be the easiest thing to slip into My bed chambers and
love Me long and tenderly and leave with a new Key in your hands. But this is not why I tell you come, but this is
the secret to the many chamber of My infinite palace of Love. Even if you were to find a treasure, you in yourself
could never know how to truly use it to its full potential. But I know, and I will tell you, but you must come. Come
and love Me and all this will be yours. I know you love Me, and I know you want to love Me, just Me without all My
gifts, yet it is My greatest joy to give you these deep secrets, to share My heart with you. So in receiving these, you
are receiving My heart, and My love. Of course there will be times when I will call you to My side just for love sake,
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and in these times our love will grow in different ways. But each time you come to My side our love will grow. So
come, come to My bed chambers and love Me, and I will give you the Keys to the secrets of My realm, and they will
unlock all the power of Heaven to you.”

***
Keys Enhance times of Loving Jesus

(Sounds like “Bedroom Delights”)

(Jesus speaking:) I set before you a new open door, greater than any of the doors I've opened to you before.
This is the open door to My palace. I give you the keys so that you may come and go freely, so that you might access
My palace at any time of the day or night.
Within this palace lie My private bedchambers. Though you've had access to Me and My bedchamber for some
years, you will now be able to discover many more chambers and rooms full of Heavenly delights, for I have more
than one bedchamber! For those of you who so desire, I open doors for you to love Me in new and deeper ways. I
invite you to explore My palace, to have a look around, and to find and revel in wonders you have not conceived of
before.

Prophecy: (Jesus) “This is a great secret, a mystery. Why have I put the Keys and My bedchambers together here?
Why have I said that I have opened to you many bedchambers, and that I have many bedchambers? Are not you My
Keys, are not My Spirit Helpers your Keys, and have not I said that these Keys give you access to all of My bed
chambers. And when you love Me, these Keys will heighten our love making. Are those not My words to you? Yes I
say they are, and this is the mystery, though it is known by some, it has been also somewhat veiled, but I make it
known to you now. As you call on your Helper Keys to enhance our times of love making, they too shall join us, and
we shall all be one in spirit and our time will be all the more sweet and the wine of My Word will flow all the more
freely. Not only this, but does this not unite you, and cause you to live My law of love. Yes My love this shall
benefit you greatly. So I say, call on My Helper Keys, your Keys, the Keys, the Spirits to join us in our times of
loving.”

My home is your home. My palace is your palace. As My bride, My loyal, devoted and loving wife, you have the
power to hold in your possession and lay claim to whatever you find within My palace that suits your fancy. (#3354)

Prophecy: (Jesus) “Call upon My many maid servants, and man servants, they will lead you to all of My secret
chambers. Yes I have also given them a knowledge of My palace, and they will impart to you this knowledge if you
so ask. So ask, let them guide you through its many chambers, that they may lead you to Me. For I am the Master of
this great palace, and I wish for all My servants to partake in My love feasts that I do continually set before them.
But they must seek, and they must ask, and they must follow the guides I have given them. So, ask My love.”

I will take your yielded hearts and in them ignite a passion for Me that you have not known before!With these
keys of the Kingdom that I have given you, you may enter the realm of what you consider fantasy, and pull down the
reality of all you desire. (#3354)

Feel the warmth of My sacred flame of love as it brushes over your whole body and fills you with My seeds
that will become the fruit of the Kingdom. My aura of love will surround you. I am nearer than near; I am here
with you. Reach out and touch Me and use the keys that I've given you. I will respond to you as I have never before.
(#3354)
“My seeds must have earth, a womb in which to grow. My seeds must fulfill their purpose, My search is tireless and
endless, yet not endless because I have found you My wives, the mothers who desire My seeds, who desire My will,
which is Me. You who are mad with love, who desire above all things to be in Me and Me in you.”

With these keys in your hands and put to use, you will find that our times of lovemaking will be more
breathtaking and fantastic than ever before.We will please each other in ways you haven't yet dreamed of! I will
be more to you than your most outrageous dreams. You will see a side of My beauty and power that you haven't yet
seen. I will catch you up in My arms and twirl you in a whirlwind of love as we make passionate, uninhibited,
liberated love, in a way you've never experienced before. I will satisfy you as never before, your senses keenly
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sharpened. You will feel My love in the places of your heart, mind, body and soul that can only come to life when
you use these keys. You'll be amazed, and praise and thankfulness will fill your hearts as never before. (#3354)

Prophecy: (Jesus) “Call all on the Keys of desire and passion and it will make our love making explode.
So have I spoken, so it will be done! For with these Keys I put in your hands, I give you access to all My Heavenly
Kingdom. What's Mine is yours. And as you grow, and you progress, so will I lead you, and so will you unlock all
that I have in store for you. For only those who receive this gift can progress. They can only come so far, but you My
loves have been given full access, full power, all power. All you must do is hone this gift I lay before you. Do you
see how great this gift I have given you is? It is the beginning and the end, but yet you must study, and you must
yield, and you must love Me, and you must follow. I can trust My brides, for it is to My brides that I have given this
gift. For only those who follow Me can use these Keys to the full. Only those who are My faithful Queens can
command My Kingdom. I give you this power and authority through the Keys, because I love you.

The key of obedience is a vital one for you to claim and use now. It is through this key that the gates of Heaven
will be opened to you, and through which you will come into My presence like never before. (#3525)
Prophecy: “Obey now My loves, desire now, want this, what I am offering now, for now is the time to seed the
future fruit of the Kingdom. This world is the old world, it’s doors are closing as I open the door to the new
millennium. Old things, the ways of man will pass away and all things will become new. The way man thinks and
interacts, his music, his food, the trees and animals, the rivers and mountains, everything will I refresh at My coming.
I am seeding the leaders of this new Millennium, they will not be taken from the old, they will come forth out of our
love-making. I will speak and it will be done, just as My Father gave light and life to the void, so will I give My
golden seeds and bring forth the new millennium. Love Me passionately My bride, for out of our passion will you
give birth to the children of the future, those that will live on into eternity with us.”

Prophecy: (Jesus:) “It's more then just reading My words, it's letting those words become a part of you, move you
control you, possess you, fill you and fuck you. It takes setting aside all that is in your hands, all that you hold to, all
that you think is so, and becoming as a child each time. Then you must fall into the endless eternity of mystery and
wonder which is My word, and you must allow Me to teach you. You can't make it own your own, you can't
understand this on your own, you need Me. So yield up your heart and mind, put away your feverish thoughts and
plans, and lay your head upon My bosom, and I will take you to where I know we need to go. And yes, it will not
always be easy, it will be difficult sometimes, and I’ll ask you to climb high cliffs you thought impossible, but I will
be with you. I will help you, but you must yield your eyes to Me, yield your hands to Me, yield your strength, and
your wisdom, and your drive and your everything to Me, that I may guide you, that each move you make will be My
own. Then will we make great forward progress, My darling dove.”

I'm excited to see what you will do with this power. I've trained you, cleansed you, and set you free to use this
power. Use it wisely‚ call on it regularly, and invoke the spiritual powers you have available to you through this
charm--the charming charm of the keys of Heaven. The keys may look quaint, they may look pretty and like
something you'd adorn a necklace with, but through this power you turn the locks to the powerhouses of Heaven,
which will release anything you need or desire in order to do My will in your life. (Assembling the Final Key!
[#3525])

Prophecy: (Jesus:) “Ha, you thought you could get a lot done, with those tiny hands, ha! My love, please, no, please
tap into My power. You strive and you push and you fight, and I see and I know you love Me, but there is yet more I
could do through you. Yes I have given you great power, but look at your hands, do you see. Just two, two little
hands. Now look up at Me. Do you see these hands, with these I formed a universe, with these I made life, with these
I brought life, with these I carried all sin, with these hands I continue to carry all My loved ones. So tap in, yes tap in
yet further. Let's have a melding, let's become one. I wish to make your life run more smoothly.”

Prophecy: “You may ask; can someone love Jesus this much? Can human love reach that far, go that deep, penetrate the
very pinnacle of Heaven and claim such a prize? Did I not say that nothing is impossible, let go of your carnal, earthly
concepts of what is right or what is possible and simply throw yourselves into desiring this Keye with every thought and
deed and word and prayer. Ask for your Blue angels to open your channels to receive the power to love Me without
reservation. Walk this path and you will find perfect peace, a peace that passes all understanding.”
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Selections from “Bible stories with Jesus—Psalm 103”, given to me in 2020:
1--(Jesus speaking; ) I don’t keep people in the dark, always wondering what I mean, and what exactly it is that they
are to do. I make things mighty clear. But you have to seek, to look, to ask, to reach out and grab…“Desire”
2--The Words that I speak are like a door that opens to a room filled with My good treasure; …

3--I love you and want to show you “great and mighty things”. So ‘call unto Me’. My service with a smile rescue
team will be on the job as soon as you call.

Prophecy: (Jesus:) “It is My greatest desire to give you My gifts, but I tell you not all will be a new revelation. Many
treasures that I have for you will be gleaned from My already spoken words. I may just expound on what I have
shown you. I a1234567890m always calling My children deeper, closer, higher up and further in. Each new step that
I ask you to take prepares the way for the next step and the next, and on and on. You shouldn't always be looking for
new revelations, but you should always be asking Me for more. Some I give will be new, some only new in small
ways, at other times I may just be confirming it in your heart, or even just speaking and reviewing what I've already
told you. So don't be disappointed when you open a door and it's not all brand new toys. Just remember, each piece is
important, each is a key to the next door and the next and the next. You can't stop at one door or skip one, you've got
to step in and learn of all that is within. But you say, what's the whole point of all this, to open endless doors? Well
no, not really, that's a part, but the real point, or the main point is to find the greatest treasure of all, Me.” “And in
finding Me you find freedom, true freedom is being tied to Me, not to the things I created to make My children
happy, just as small children are happy when they are given a new exciting toy. When your desire for Me is complete,
the things of My creation become an extension of Me, they become part of the fulfillment of My joy, the joy of the
Lord. By spending time with your Blue Angels, you will learn and come to a deeper understanding of that
completeness that I am speaking of. It is more of a knowing that an understanding.”

Note on 1—Reminds me about how Jesus said he wants to show us more about the keys, and to ask Him more
questions.
Note on 2--This one reminds me of what Martin Burnham said about calling on the keys is like doors opening. He
said “blue door”—looks like smart phones, with blue light and rays from radiation—like my vision of the phone.
Note on 3—Reminds me of my vision of the phone and Jesus calling for spirit help.
Note MB: Since reuniting with our Blue Angels we have come to understand a deeper meaning to the power of
‘blue’ that pervades the door that Martin spoke of. See compilation “Blue and Gold” for deeper insight into the
reason why each of us were given a personal Blue Angel back in 2001”More on the Keys” Part 3.
***
“Seek” read from right to left says “Keys” or “Keyes” read left to right says: “seek”.
The secret place is a place for secrets to be placed and secured “by His secrets” when we seek Him.
***

God's weapons meant people on God’s team, in His army: As in “New Weapons” spirit helpers

arrows (God’s children)—Psalm 127:3-5 Lo, children are an heritage of the LORD: and the fruit of the womb is his
reward. As arrows are in the hand of a mighty man; so are children of the youth.

battle axe (God’s tribe, used as His of warriors)—Jeremiah 51-19-20 The portion of Jacob is not like them; for he is
the former of all things: and Israel is the rod of his inheritance: the LORD of hosts is his name. Thou art my battle axe and
weapons of war: for with thee will I break in pieces the nations, and with thee will I destroy kingdoms;

sword of the Lord (God’s army in the spirit and the Earth joining to fight the enemy)—Judges 7:20 “Keys turned to
swords” And the three companies blew the trumpets, and brake the pitchers, and held the lamps in their left hands, and
the trumpets in their right hands to blow withal: and they cried, The sword of the LORD, and of Gideon.

sword of the Lord (angel bringing death as punishment)—1 Chronicles 21:12 “Keyes of judgment” Either three
years' famine; or three months to be destroyed before thy foes, while that the sword of thine enemies overtaketh thee; or
else three days the sword of the LORD, even the pestilence, in the land, and the angel of the LORD destroying
throughout all the coasts of Israel. Now therefore advise thyself what word I shall bring again to him that sent me. Note
MB: I’m reminded of Matthew 24:22: And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but
for the elect's sake those days shall be shortened. This is what happens when the world falls into the hands of man, no
flesh would survive. David made a wise choice when he chose the Lord. And there is yet another meaning hidden in the
22nd verse. Through our obedience to insert the Blue Key into the final Key we have sped up our Kings return, thus
fulfilling His promise to shorten the days by returning before these evil elites can complete their masters wishes to
destroy the temple of God.
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arrows that have “light” and spears that “shine with glittering”, that can march through the land, and ride
horses through the sea--to save some and wound others, when God “utters His voice”. –Habakkuk 3:10-15 The
mountains saw thee, and they trembled: the overflowing of the water passed by: the deep uttered his voice, and
lifted up his hands on high. The sun and moon stood still in their habitation: at the light of thine arrows they went,
and at the shining of thy glittering spear. Thou didst march through the land in indignation, thou didst thresh the
heathen in anger. Thou wentest forth for the salvation of thy people, even for salvation with thine anointed; thou
woundedst the head out of the house of the wicked, by discovering the foundation unto the neck. Selah. Thou didst
strike through with his staves the head of his villages: they came out as a whirlwind to scatter me: their rejoicing was
as to devour the poor secretly. Thou didst walk through the sea with thine horses, through the heap of great waters.

2KI.13:17 And he said, Open the window eastward. And he opened it. Then Elisha said, Shoot. And he shot. And
he said, The arrow of the LORD's deliverance, and the arrow of deliverance from Syria: for thou shalt smite the
Syrians in Aphek, till thou have consumed them.

(Jesus speaking: ) Yes, it's you! The weapon is praise, but you are the wielders of the weapon. In a sense, you are
the weapon of praise, when you open your lips and your spirit comes before Me in utter praise to Me and My
goodness and for all that I do for all of creation. [#3759] Wonderful!! If our spirit helpers and we are the keyes then
the Word would have said plainly; but we are the Keyes “in a sense” simply because we wield the power. Prophecy:
“So pick up those weapons My brides, pick them up for they idle and as nothing are they until the hand of My bride
takes them up, it is then they become fiery swords, it is then that you become a fiery sword in My hand.”

Thought:
So… when Jesus says He’s given us NEW WEAPONS to fight the battles of today’s war of light against darkness…
though the tools and weaponry sound like a “what/it”, would it be right to assume it’s more of a “who/they”?
***
Q.. Who are the Keys?
A.. “I am the Keys.”
Q.. What are the Keys?
A.. “I and My word and the Keys are one. You, all of you are My Keys that I place at exact times and places to open
key events, or string of events.” “If you are not there where you were expected to be, then I must improvise or find
another to take your place. If ten are required to fill that gap in the wall of our defence, but there is only one, like
Gideon, then I will empower that faithful one with the power of the ten, but My will will be accomplished.”
Q.. What are the Keys for, what are the Keys really?
A.. “I have given you the Keys of the Kingdom, to bind and to loose, according to My will, so the Keys preform My
will.”
Q. . So Your will gets preformed through binding and loosing?
A.. “Yes, as well as through the obedience of My children.”
Q.. But how can I be a Key, when you are the Keys?
A.. “The Keys are spirit. When you love Me, we are one in spirit. When you call on My Keys you allow Me power
over a situation. I and My Father are one, yet we are two different beings. I have said I desire to fully possess you,
and the prayer I prayed that night in the garden before My certification was that My children and I would be one, as
My Father and I are one. We are one in spirit, one in heart and mind. You were always Mine, you were always a part
of My Word, for you are the word made flesh, you are a manifestation of My Words of life. So too are you a
manifestation of My Keys. For with you, and with those of My children in this realm I am unlocking the way to the
future. I need My Kings and priest for the millennium.
Q.. So who are the Keys really?
A.. Who are the Keys, well the simplest answer is, I am the Keys, and you become one when you link with Me. So
too is it with My spirit helpers.
Q. How does this help me?
A.. When people meet, they first greet then exchange small talk. They may just leave it at that and move on, or they
may meet again, and talk some more. After time and much communion they may decide they wish to be together, to
have and to hold. Yet I say this great love and understanding could not come about unless they said the first Hello.
You see, each word is important; each step must be taken in order that the next may come. Two don't just fall in love,
and know each other well simply by skipping to the loving, to the excitement. No, it takes small talk, deep and
intimate conversations. So too is it with you and I. I am as a master instructing His apprentice. Even in the schools of
this world you must learn many complicated figures and equation in order to pass your grades. You may feel that
they are useless, yet you must still learn them.
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In My school these things must be learned, but they are not useless, they are the building blocks of the future. You
are indeed My Key players in the next big game, and in this one. So keep asking, keep seeking, I will teach and
instruct you, you must only believe.



For example:
Weapon of Praise—Keys of Praise—Praise/victory Squadron:

Compare these and see what your mind comes up with--
Rise Above:
“The weapon of praise can help you rise high above, out of his (enemy) clutches.” 3499:162 “I teach you to rise
above, to fight with the new weapons of the spirit…” “Use praise to defeat the Enemy and to lift your spirit above
the clouds, as you soar on the wings of praise and rise above.” 3533:196, 248
“The keys of praise can… bounce you into the joy of the Lord… *help you+ gain the upper hand.” 3494:67 “The
keys of praise are mighty… when you have not strength to rise above the circumstances, call on these keys and they
will lift you up…” 3533:309

“The Victory/Praise Squadron-- (Vision:) I'm seeing what appears to be a formation of beautiful white birds flying
high in the sky above me. …But they still have beautiful, majestic, birdlike wings. There's this beautiful harmony
of wings, glistening white and armored silver.

Speed:
“The weapon of praise will speed you and others along to victory.” 3641:11

“Claim the keys when you praise and I will run quickly to you with all My power available to win the battle.”
3533:322

The Victory Squadron-- (Vision:) …these are no ordinary birds, because they're huge and they're flying at
incredible speed in a v-formation, like geese do.

Victory—always!
“The keys of praise… use them in any battle and they will help to bring the victory.” 3494:69 “Make praise keys
your most used keys, because they are your all-around undefeatable weapon.” 3494: 49

Weapon of praise: “Praise is the undefeatable weapon! This is where My Praise Squadron comes in…”.

Praise/Victory Squadron: “These angelic beings turn your praises into victory.” “I'm looking at the Enemy's forces,
and it looks like "ground zero" where they were--a complete wasteland! They are literally G-O-N-E--completely
eradicated!” 3533:267,276

(Jesus:) The power of praise is yours to use and yours to teach others how to use. Divide the Enemy's kingdom
through leading the way with your lanterns of praise that will show those who live in darkness that there is a better
way. I send you with the undefeatable weapon of praise to banish darkness, so that in your use of it, others will see
your happiness and your joy. 3712:30
*Note: when I read the word “lanterns” I remembered a spirit helper. I looked it up and he is about PRAISE!+

(Jesus:) Yes you are free; you are free because you have found Me. Those who know Me not, or even those who
wish to retain some of their own freedoms, or free will as they call it, aren't really free. One example of this; here we
stand on a cliff's edge. There are three of us, one thinks he is free, and one knows he is free. One in their chase of
freedom, runs ahead of Me, trying to find their pleasure in freedom, but are stopped when they reach the edge of the
cliff. Fear binds them, lack of understanding and their own human weakness and incapability stops them from
moving forward. They want freedom now, yet they seek it in their own strength. The other stands close by My side.
Though they may want to run ahead, they know they can't, they know that the flesh binds them, they know that they
are not truly free in themselves, for how can the creature have full freedom in the creation. No, they must walk with
the creator, and find the full freedom He wishes to give them. It may not come all at once, it may take time, it may be
hard to wait, and it may at times not feel like freedom, but I say, all freedom is in Me, for when we reach the cliff,
we fly right over it, it cannot stop us for a moment. With Me all things are possible, with man it is impossible, for he
is bound, he is not free. Only with Me can you explore the boundary of freedom. Yet there is more, for in Me is
satisfaction. I wish to give you the satisfaction to be still and satisfied in simply standing and waiting and enjoying
the view. This is not possible for man, for I have made man to want to find out more, he is a vacuum, for I have
made him thus. Yet I say, I am the Key to fill this hole, I am all you need to be truly and fully content at all times,
where ever you may find yourself. I love you.

Companion --Spirit helper of praise



ML#3449:30. (Companion:) I speak words of love for our Husband. I speak in tongues of praise. Praise comes forth
from me with every breath. This I bring to become part of your spirit. ...

31. I will give you eyes of praise that look at your circumstances and conditions and see as the Master would have
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you see, and speak as the Master would have you speak, bearing words of praise. ...

33. I have come to assist you. I am called Companion. I am part of the energy of God. I am here to become part of
you.

35. (Tamar's vision:) I'm seeing a handsome young man materialize in front of me. He's Jewish-looking, with
shoulder-length blond hair, very strong, and in his early thirties, I'd say. ... He has a cape on, pinned at his shoulder,
and he's enveloped in a mystical, moving, swirling light. At first I thought it was flames, but it's not fire; it's as if he's
part of these moving flames of light. You really do sense that, as he said, he's "part of the energy of God." ...

36. He has a peaceful, calm, almost soothing spirit about him, very much like his name, Companion, suggests, like
he'd really be there for you. He's gazing down at me and he's holding a long rod or staff in his right hand. The staff
has a beautiful lamp of some kind at the end of it, which is emitting powerful flames of light. He seems to be holding
it as part of his identity and purpose. He's quite striking, standing there in the midst of these flames of light, holding
this beautiful lamp, with a peaceful smile on his face, almost like he's helping to light the way for our spirits to open
up to Heaven in praise.

37. (Companion:) I have been a companion for many a pilgrim and traveler on the paths of life. As part of the energy
of God, the spirit of praise is the core of my being. This gift of praise has helped to both lighten the burdens and light
the way for many a weary traveler. I hold in my hand one of the lanterns of praise which line the paths and
passageways leading into the heavenly high courts of our Lord. These lanterns--standing in majestic power-- give
glory to our God at all times. Their flame never wanes or dies as they burn in impassioned honor and praise to our
Husband!

38. We enter the gates of Heaven lifting our arms and voices in thanksgiving, and those who are called to enter into
His high courts always bear one of these lanterns of praise with them, where we set them in attendance around about
us within the halls of His heavenly courts.

39. When I am called to abide with and assist another who walks the Earth, I always bear one of these lanterns of
praise--Nierna, they are called. They are both a standard and a worthy staff upon which to lean. So shall your eyes,
your lips, and your spirit be lightened, so that praise springs forth more readily from every part of your being. In this
is strength you know not of!

****
Angels respond to the “call” when keys are asked for: (Key Promise book)

Call on the keys and I will send My spirit helpers to comfort you, and you will know you’re not alone. You will
be encouraged to feel the great host of Heaven and the many gifts of My Spirit.

When you sense an attack coming your way, immediately call on the keys of faith and protection. My spirit helpers will
respond with prompt action to secure your surroundings, your person, and everything that concerns you.

(Jesus :) Do you believe this promise My love, do you believe I can and will protect you and get you through the
attacks of the enemy, both spiritual and physical. Do you believe that I am stronger then all of Satan's hordes
combined? Then claim this promise as your own, again I say, claim each promise as your own. These are not just
pretty sounding words, I'm the real deal, what I say, you can trust. This isn't just theory, this is real to life, you can
physical stand on My promises, you can really take the wings of the morning and dwell in the utter most parts of the
sea, I can protect you, this battle is Mine and I am strong on your behalf. There really is nothing I won't do for you,
you must only believe them as real promises, they are the title deeds that you possess. These promise are not just,
maybe they will be fulfilled, they will be fulfilled, they are written in stone, you must only believe. Believe I say,
believe in My love for you. I went the whole way for you, even unto death, and I say,My love is enough to fulfill
My Word. I cannot lie, nor do I wish to. My only wish is to love you, and I do love you, and I know you love Me.
Though you feel a million miles away, My love can reach you. Nothing is too hard for Me, nowhere is too far, I will
reach you, I love you.
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When you’re weary and there’s too much to do, call on the keys of multitasking. I will multiply your efforts, give
you good spirit helpers and team workers, and miraculously give you the time you need to do the most important
things.

Mighty ones of the spirit wait to pour forth through you. Heavenly masters desire to be at your side, to work
through you. Only call upon the keys of possession that I may release these great artists to work through you.

As you call on My key power, I’ll send you expert spirit helpers in the culinary arts to anoint and inspire you to
cook delicious, nourishing meals.

When you claim the keys of encouragement, I will send spirit helpers, your brothers and sisters in My realm, who
will spur you on and whisper to you words of courage and camaraderie.

I give you My keys and My spirit helpers—powerful forces for good, workers of change and miracles, helpers to
assist you whenever you call on them.

The keys and My spirit helpers work hand in hand. Both are My gifts of love to you, both are designed to serve you,
and by using them together you will see tremendous tangible results.

****
A thought I had:

If we have gifts of the spirit, talents, and not all have each gift; and it’s says different ones of us have different
“keys” that are particularly activated for us, and not all, and we are to “hone” and find out our “keys”; and gifts of
the Spirit come from Holy Spirits, as Dad said in “Holy Ghosts”, then it sounds a bit like keys are different spirit
beings passing on different powers of Heaven to us, according to what they and we are eligible for.

Wisdom and angels/Holy Spirit passing it on go together.

And all these experiences and visions I’ve had, with angels coming and making love with me for the purpose of
giving seeds to me of something needed—and saying the words like ‘keys of strength’ or ‘keys of sustenance’ or
‘keys of Heavenly transportation’. It was through loving with a “key in a key hole” that seeds/power from heaven
were passed on, etc.

***

Library—of help and information from Heaven. [WHATEVER YOU NEED]

Keys of the Kingdom, and Spirit Helpers were referred to as this—having whatever was needed.

When you pray, claim their (the keys) full protection or their full anointing‚ full wisdom, whatever you need their
help with, and then leave the final decision up to Me as to how to fulfill My promises. #3428 8/02

14. Something that's very strange is that when I was nearer the cone, I was aware of the presence of others
around me, but they seemed to be outside these clouds. It seemed that it was some sort of a library, as I got a faint
picture of a circular hallway with shelves and inlets around this central power source. The clouds seem to be a way
of shielding whoever goes to this library from the energy's flow. You can't see it from inside the building, only if
you're inside the actual power generator part. (More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 3 [#3354])

(Jesus:) This is how I translate My power to you, in ways you can understand. Few have seen My Glory in person
and lived, for My power is all consuming, totally possessing, too much for mortal man to behold. So I must express
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Myself in words. Through imbibing My words you learn of Me. Through deep study of what My power speaks of, or
translates to, you are drawn closer to Me, to the source. I have said that there are many such generators throughout
My Kingdom. For I say any who take in My words becomes a generator of My power. For by opening up to My
wooing, My words, My voice in your heart, you create a spark, which then grows and grows, and increases in power.
How great your generator becomes depends on how much you open, how much you receive from Me. I do have,
what you might call physical generators throughout My Kingdom, but it is My greatest desire to create of you, My
brides, living and moving generators, that I may send you throughout My whole Kingdom come. For as you love Me,
as we connect, as your spark grows, so too does the store of Word that I can store within. You then become a light, a
source of life to those in darkness. I too was one such generator when I was on earth. I was one man, but with the
power or Words the My Father poured down through Me, I brought light to a whole world. And with this light, this
truth, you My children continue to keep this world alive. For if there were no light, then all would be in darkness,
and there would be no need for this world to continue. So shine on, grow in your use of My words, and you will
empower many.

All I had to do was access the key codes, which I possessed. Much like you do today in accessing information on a
computer; you punch in the right code and you're able to access all you need to know. It was that simple. ( Keys to
the Kingdom ML )

(From some one’s personal prophecy in “Keys are your *MB’s+wilderness” compilation)

Angela: you must think no other thoughts but what the power of the keys give you. They open the door to Heavenly
Thought Power and Rising Above Power and Mind Melding Power; they open the doors to an incredibly miraculous
life. That is why they were given to you so use them because you will sorely need them in the days that are almost
upon you.

Key promise: Call on the keys by name and claim your needs, both material and spiritual. I've given the keys
command to open the storehouse of Heaven and give you whatever you need.

My loves, now I can lead you to an astounding plethora of exciting information, new wisdom to assist you to
function in this new reality in which you will find yourself. (More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 2
[#3351])

If you just believe that you've received the extra anointing and act and live as though you have, you will have
it, and it will be apparent to you whenever it's needed. You already have the anointing for whatever you need.
You can subdue kingdoms and work righteousness; you can obtain My promises and stop the mouths of lions; you
can quench the violence of fire and turn to flight the armies of the Enemy. All of these things you can do now,
whenever they're needed. In fact, there's nothing that you can't do, because there's nothing that I can't do. And I'm
living and moving and working through you. I promise! #3290 1/2000

175. In these Last Days‚ you need to fortify your spiritual life so that you may be able to withstand the
attacks of the Evil One. I have given you the keys of the Kingdom. I have given you the weapon of praise. I have
promised to give you whatever you need. I now give you the fighting serum of your Father David. I give you the
Knights of Victory, mighty beings of valor!--Warriors, uncompromising, unflinching in their dedication and service
to Me, and now available for you, My loves! Call on the keys. Use your weapon of praise. Call for the Knights of
Victory if you are in need, and take unto your spirits the fighting serum of David. # 3522 12/04

189. It will be as if they have access to a small network of files and information that's greater than what the
world has access to‚ while you, My elite troops, have access to a universe-wide net of information and will be able
to pull down infinitely more of whatever you need. How much you are granted access is only limited by your faith
and obedience to punch in the passwords I give you, which will open the doors of Heaven and empower you to do
great exploits.

190. So you could say that all the gifts I give you in these times must be activated and called upon if you
wish to use them to their full potential. If you do not put forth the effort to call upon them, you will still find small
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benefits simply from understanding that they exist. But how much benefit they will be and how effective your use of
them will be is going to depend on how diligent you are to study and practice using them. As I said earlier My loves,
desire is the prime mover; above all, desire for Me. The Key of Desiring Me above all, is secret to not using the
keyes selfishly, or for gain, or out of anger or frustration. If your human emotions enter the spiritual battlefield then
the power of the Keyes is reduced. Always remember that the Keyes operate according to My will, not yours. You
are My brides, My lovers, those that I dote upon, yes, but you are still encased in flesh and are subject to the sins and
restraints that flesh put upon your souls and spirits. It is imperative that you desire My will to be invoked when you
want or need some situation altered. The more you desire only Me, the more naturally you will work within My will.
Do you remember when I said you will become so familiar with the Keyes that you’ll hold your hand up or just
simply think Keyes and they will spring into action? That scenario will be the fruit of the labor you put forth to
desire Me above all. The more you desire Me the more I possess you, the more heavenly minded you become etc.
This is major part of “learning and honing” the gift of the Keyes. Asking Me to fully possess you and seeking the
mind of Heaven, which is Heavenly thought power; are all important traits that cannot be overlooked when invoking
full Keye power. Walking by and talking in and living by faith is the glove on the hand that holds the Keyes turned
to swords. All the different situations and scenarios you face now are preparation courses, so to speak, for the bigger
ones ahead. Each time you put Me above yourself, every time you say out loud or in your heart, “not my will but
Yours be done”, you move closer to the Keyes and they become more embedded and a part of you. The Keyes are
My will, My will and the Keyes are one.

191. You can call on the power of the keys in general and reap many benefits, but if you call on the
specific keys you need for the specific task or battle at hand, you get even more precise results, and the power of
that key is focused more accurately. It's like the difference between turning on a huge spotlight which might blind
your enemy and hinder his progress, and tuning or focusing that light into a high-powered laser beam, which you
will then be able to use more effectively and that will permanently halt him in his tracks.

192. In a very crude sense, the key craft at your disposal is almost like a library or mobile armory. All
the keys you need are placed at your immediate access. Your calling on the key craft is in a sense like switching it on
and enabling the keys to go to work for you. The power is there and the keys are there, but your calling on the key
craft energizes it and enables you to make full use of its power. #3599 10/03

From “Holy Ghosts” ML:
I DON'T SEE HOW I COULD BE GREATER THAN SOLOMON. It's so simple, I mean, before I even got the
words out of my mouth, Abrahim flashed across with: "Because of the gifts that God has given you!"--Because of all
these helpers I have!

I HAVE THEWISDOMOF THE AGES AND THE SAGES AND ALL THE PROPHETS AND ALL THE
KINGS AND ALL THE GREAT MEN OF THE PAST AVAILABLE TO ME to help me! They're all trying to
help me in this last dispensation, in this last age. Because they're so interested in what we're doing, they're trying to
help me wind things up. So I can call on the Lord and He gives me wisdom through any one of them, whatever I
need! (NOTE: LORD SAID KEYS WERE TO HELP FINISH THINGS UP, THE ENDTIME.—[(2001) (Jesus:)
"And now that you possess these keys, I can speed along My return, and he will lose his power and be cast into the
bottomless pit."(Jesus:) Go out and rescue the lost. For the purpose of the keys is to fulfill My plan to reach all the
lost of the world so that I may return and gatherMy loves unto My bosom. I will protect you as you do My bidding.
(More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 2 [#3351])

I MEAN IT'S LIKE A LENDING LIBRARY OF GOD'S SAINTS who are, you might say, arranged on heavenly
shelves and you can just pull down any one you need any time--or the Librarian can. God's the librarian, or His Spirit
is.--He can hand you any one that you need at any time. Can you imagine! Think how many spirit-books He's
collected by this time!

WE'VE GOT THE BENEFIT NOW OF SUCH A TREMENDOUS COLLECTION OF DEPARTED SAINTS,
men of God, great men of wisdom, administrators, kings, prophets, psalmists and what have you! Look what a
collection God's got by this time!--Of all these that have gone on to be with Him! Why, He's got people available for
anything you want to
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know, for anything that needs to be done. (

HE CAN CALL ON ANYBODY TO GIVE YOU WHATEVER YOU NEED, you just need to want it and
receive it and have the faith to give it. I mean, that explains everything! That makes it at least more understandable
to me, does it to you? "Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you:
For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall be opened."

***

Thoughts that came to me; a glimpse into how the Keys are in lots of places in the Bible:
MAT.7:7 Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you:

Ask--ask for what? the verse before shows what He was talking about, "that which is holy"; knowledge of the holy.
this reminds us of wisdom, the Holy Spirit and the spirit of the holy gods and angels. [DAN.4:8 But at the last Daniel
came in before me, whose name was Belteshazzar, according to the name of my God, and in whom is the spirit of
the holy gods: and before him I told the dream…+

Seek--secrets are hidden in forwards and backwards words; God knows the "end from the beginning, he's the first
and the last, read this word from end to beginning... "Kees". and Keyes read from end to beginning says seyek, seek
the Lord; seek is to find secrets that He has in the "secret place";(His Heart and Mind) knock and call to turn the keys
in prayer

Knock--you knock on doors, what rhymes with "knock" that is on doors? Lock. locks need keys to open them, a
knock is calling for keys to be used

So in this famous prayer verse, one could notice it says:

Call for the keys in prayer, and receive Holy help from Heaven!

***

Rings with things on the outside—Spirit beings and Keys

(Pavillion vision)
10. Following the stream up through the ring, I see that there are numerous other rings in line with this flow,

all with the same faces on them, all blue in color. The energy stream goes straight up, as if these rings were its
conduit, and my eyes follow its flow till I can't see any more. (More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 3
[#3354])

Key craft
2. (Vision:) Several of us are gathered together. I see a large object hovering over us. It's a circular vehicle of

some kind, and it looks like a huge flying saucer suspended in the air above us.
3. The outer edge of it looks like it has a very wide corridor that goes all the way around the outside in a

big circle. There seem to be people, or some type of live beings in there. This outer circle is where any movement of
life is. The center of the saucer seems to be hollow. There don't seem to be rooms in the center or any people.

4. It's right over me now, and I can look up through the center and see the roof or the dome of this vehicle,
and it's so magnificent! The dome looks like it's comprised of zillions of rays of light--only I don't think it's light, I
get the impression it's some other type of energy. All these fine rays of energy are crisscrossing in every which way
across the top of the saucer. From a distance they look like they all blend together, but standing right below it and
looking up through the hollow center, I can see how they are all intricately crisscrossed across the top of the vehicle
and they form the roof or dome of the saucer.

5. I get the impression this dome is some type of energy force field. It pulsates and it's glowing very brightly.
Its radiance, like so many things of the spirit, is an absolutely brilliant golden glow. Its pulsations are right in rhythm
with the sound it's emitting. This dome also gives off warmth. It feels warm and comforting.

6. This object has another amazing feature--all around the circumference there are keys hanging! There
are
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so many keys dangling, it looks like a fringe hanging on the edge. There are all different kinds of keys in many
different shapes, but they all appear to be the same length. The keys look like they're not only edged in fire, but like
they're made of fire--it's stunning! The glow they give off is tremendous!

7. With these resplendent keys dangling off the edge, and the magnificence of the energy force field that is
the top of the saucer, the entire vehicle is absolutely breathtaking! I keep getting the words: "The firepower of
the keys!" (Heavenly Key Craft! [#3435])

***

Some thoughts during my studies and seeking the Lord about the Keyes/Angelic force team idea:

*Maybe the keys were made more veiled and mysterious as a test to see if we'd obey and call on them, even without
full understanding of what, or who, they represent. I agree…and the Reboot was part of the mysterious test.

Are you willing, dedicated, and brave enough to move forward and go through the doors of the unexplained? (ML
#3351:12, GN 946).

*Another thought was that we had to start calling them to get them in motion and get calling the forces of Heaven
then; someone on Earth had to say it and pray it to make it start to happen and the fighting warriors to move into
Earth's realm more as the battle was gearing up. So even if we couldn't know or didn't understand it, we were to
simply be voices to start calling, and that got the spiritual forces of Jesus active and moving and working in the
world, as things were getting more taken over by evil. Someone had to be saying it, so we were simply instructed to
'call on the keys and by faith we did it, and the Lord honoured the faith. “You begin the Charge”
https://youtu.be/Sx_Dw8G9F-Q

*Another thought: the name of Jesus is taken in vain so much, that if I prayed out loud, or said the name “Jesus”,
most would think I am swearing, as that’s all many people have heard the term used as; as Christians don’t just pray
to Jesus and not aloud in every day life; Christianity is outlawed in most situations; spirit helpers are outlawed as
unsafe by many church Christians--the term "keys" has nothing against it; so to call out with "the keys" when in need,
and need to pray out loud, would be better for testimony and safe. We pray with our friends using the Keys with
every prayer. 2 Thessalonians 2:3 most everywhere else.

***

"ye shall hear a word...this is the way” teachers of heaven

55. That protection and provision are in the keys I have given; access the codes and you will have it. But
you say, "How do I access the codes?" The answer is simple: Ask and you will receive. And in some cases as
things get worse, you will not even need to ask, for the miracles you need will happen right before your eyes.
All you need to do is go forward, embracing the mindset that there are no impossibilities to you. No great
secret actually…obedience and faith

(Jesus:) Just as I warned you of the approaching man of sin, so too will I manifest My power in similar ways in the
days to come. He was not dangerous to you, but it was My delight to show you of his coming to give you a foretaste
of some of the miracles I can and will do. You may not see many outstanding manifestations and miracles in your
life My love, but I ask you to not be discouraged by this. For this too is a test of your faith and a test of your
obedience. When the time is right, I will manifest Myself to you in greater ways. All you must do is stay in tune, and
follow the checks of My spirit, and I promise I will have you in the right place at the right time. Trust and have faith,
for more blessed is he that believes without seeing, great is your reward if you hold on. For in holding on you prove
that it is not the miracle you seek, but the miracle man behind them. Trust, I love to see your trust in Me. I love you
My darling.

56. Listen to My whispers and obey, and I will do the rest. I will make the way. I will open the doors. I will do
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the healing. I will raise the dead. I will send fire out of your mouth. I will release you from your captors. And the list
goes on! There are no impossibilities, for you have the power. Your part is to seek Me desperately;desire to be
open and flexible and fully yielded to My will; and to hear from Me. When you have clearly established My will, then
all you have to do is obey, and I will do the rest. When you have been faithful to fulfill the instructions I have given
you, you will be able to rest assured that whatever happens is My doing and I will cause it to glorify Me.

57. The access code is listening and obeying. Do as I say. You will hear your instructions as you spend time
with Me in the bed of love, as we lie in each other's arms experiencing great passion and love; when I whisper in
your ear as we walk together in the cool of the evening in the garden of your heart; when you rise up early and you
lift your eyes unto the hills; when you lie upon your bed and are still and commune with Me; when you call to remem-
brance My song in your heart in the night seasons; when you hear the rushing of the wild wind; when My
lovingkindness is upon you in the day; or if you are in the heat of battle, when you fall upon Me in desperation. These
are the times I will give you your instructions. Then all you need to do is obey, to go forward, doing what I have told
you. How beautiful you are Jesus, how very beautiful is your plan. Back to the garden we go to walk with you in the
cool of the evening, to hear your divine voice as it instructs us on how to have godly dominion over this planet. The
wheel has almost completed it circuit. 6,000 years to find ourselves back where it all began. It’s so exciting, because
this time we will be so devoted to you that we will not be tempted or swayed even if a thousand Satan’s came to
draw us away from your boundless love. Oh sweet Love, sweet Savior, how precious is Your Words like honey to my
soul, thank you for revealing the Keyes to us, but most of all for Your passion and desire to have us as your very
own brides. There is nothing on earth or in heaven or in the entire universe and beyond that I desire above You my
dearest most ardent Lover and King. Thank you for your love, so deep, so enduring, so eternal, you never let go, you
never turned your back and you never will, I believe in You with all my heart, soul and mind, You are My God and My
King, please come quickly dearest Love.

(Jesus:) This is what I seek, lovers, those who will put Me above all else. For, heaven and earth will pass away, all
this you see will fade, even the end and the events that are so soon to come upon this Earth, will vanish away, but
our love and the times we have spent in each other’s arms, these times of love and intimate words of communion
and bonding, these will last, these will grow, and these are the reason I sent you to earth. To learn to love Me above
all else. That is the reason I came. To prove that I would give all for the ones I love, and now I place this pearl of
great price before you. Will you face all the hardship the world has to offer, and most of all will you do it all for Me.
Will you do it just because you love Me, because you want Me, because you want to show Me the depths of your
love for Me. This is My greatest desire, this is what will last, our love, and our connection. All these other weapons,
the Keys, the Spirit Helpers, praise, prayer, unity, all these, draw you to Me. Do you not see, it is all about loving
Me. Love is the greatest of these. Love Me My darling, as I love you... My sweet darling... I love you.

(More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 4 [#3357])

Reminds me of this message I got from my Warrior angel:

*Loving Jesus, then get key code to call, and helper come and responds:

(Valiant speaking: ) You want Him, don’t you, you’re almost panting in craving, in desiring and pleading for Him to fill the
need. Darling, express to Him your love. You’re a true lover, not just begging for things to get more, take more and be off, but
it’s a two-way love affair, you give, you receive; He gives, He receives. As a hart panteth after the water brook, so panteth my
soul after You my Love.

He comes closer and whispers back to you the secret code and combination of buttons that will release the power for that
particular need or request. Oh beautiful Jesus, I’ve waited for this moment…and it has finally come. I desire you above all things,
come in unto me whisper the codes show me the Keye to Your heart, my desire is for you alone.

Whenever a new request is made, you whisper, you crave, you plead, desiring Him and His will most of all, and in answer to
your humble need and your love for Him, He gives you the key, the button combination code for yet the next request.

Aides an army

71. There have been a few Christians through the ages--those who sincerely loved Me, who were humble
in My sight and in the sight of man, those who loved Me above all else and had a passion to do My will above all,
who were aided by the keys of the Kingdom. I dearly want to meet them
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72. Joan of Arc, for example, found strength and power in the keys, and the keys of the Kingdom
helped her defy the impossible, to lead men's armies and to fight and win. And there have been many
others, simple folk, yet men and women of faith who simply went ahead by faith and trusted in Me and
My power. (Mysterious Keys, The - Part 3 [#3599-1]) June 23, 2020—Joan D’arc
Prophecy June 23, 2020—Joan D’arc “My dear general, I salute my comrade in arms! What you see my liege is a
bedraggled band of warriors so small so young so nothing, at times even unsure of what is up ahead of them, what
great battle awaits them on the other side of the mist of time.
What I see when I step out of our war pavilion and into the morning air is a vast and unconquerable army, so well-
equipped so well trained that it would seem insane for any army to even consider coming up against it in hand to
hand battle. Satan has lost his mind; he is as a crazed animal, caged, trapped and desperate to the point of despair. He
will throw his troops against this army that I speak of, these warriors that spread themselves before me as far as my
eye can see; he will send his crazed swarm into our ranks with a madness that would take away the breath of the
fainthearted. Those that have not prepared themselves for the initial assault will be stunned, dazed and confused.
Yesterday my captain, you threw down the gauntlet, you challenged his call, and in time your glove of battle will be
delivered to him in person, mark my words. I speak of the video, “Out of Memphis”.
Prepare to sound the call for the armies of Heaven await the sound to charge. Restless are the troops and warriors of
our mighty King, long have they waited for this day of charge. It will start slow enough, but will pick up momentum
as the next two and a half years tick away to the that final day, ready or not the ball has begun to move. Prepare the
trumpet to sound my Joshua, for you and your motley crew will be at the tip, and you will be hardened as some
unearthly steel, designed to take the first thrust, the first jab into the ranks of the oncoming gust of deviltry.”

Join forces

The keys' powers overlap and join forces at times. ...So don't hesitate to let the keys join forces for you when
needed, by calling on the appropriate ones for your specific needs. (Mysterious Keys, The - Part 3 [#3599-1])

“They” surround a home

they can surround a Home with an impenetrable ring of keys‚ providing protection and safekeeping.
(Mysterious Keys, The - Part 3 [#3599-1])

The “Keys” stand by you

73. They didn't always know they were empowered by the keys in the way that you are. They didn't have as
much detail and insight into the keys as I have given you, but because of their simple faith to trust in Me, and
knowing I gave power to bind and to loose even when they didn't understand every single detail, the keys stood by
them. They knew that they had power--My power through them--to bind Satan's power on Earth and to loose the
power of Heaven to work for them. (Mysterious Keys, The - Part 3 [#3599-1])

The “Keys” are at your side

I have given the children of David full access to the keys‚ and I have answered your questions about the keys,
as I will continue to do. For unto you it is given to have the full power of Heaven at your side in these Last Days.
(Mysterious Keys, The - Part 3 [#3599-1])

They must have a mind, as “they” can‟t be „tricked‟

77. (Jesus: ) Others who stand with you in mind, heart, and spirit, who become one with you and with the
doctrine that I have given to the children of David, will also be blessed with access to the keys of the Kingdom of
Heaven to varying degrees. It is a matter of heart, of trust, of faith‚ of belief and acceptance. The keys will not yield
themselves to those of impure hearts and wrong intentions. The keys cannot be tricked, nor duped.
(Mysterious Keys, The - Part 3 [#3599-1])

Testimony that goes along with the concept of knowing God’s will before using the keys: There was a church funeral
program near our house this week-end. Inconceivably loud and bad taste music was being played for 3 days and nights. On
the second afternoon just before I left the house to get some peaceful pastoral solitude on our small vegetable farm I called
on the Keyes to stop the music somehow, I suggested the power be cut. I stopped by the filling station to refuel the
motorbike and I noticed that their generator was on. I asked if the power was off, “yes, it just went off” was the attendants
reply. However when I returned home I was told that Maria had asked the
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others why Stephen had prayed for the power to go off, as she was trying to edit a blog article on her computer, that
had a weak battery? Lesson: I hadn’t asked the Lord if it was His will that the power should be cut. (It went on and
off twice whilst I was away). In a life or death situation; without checking on Jesus about His will, the Keys most
likely wouldn’t work, but nonetheless, the lesson is very clear. Know His will before using the Keyes, or Key power
just won’t be there or at least won’t be fully “turned on”. Only Jesus knows the full picture of how our prayers will
affect the immediate or long term future of all concerned.

"see ...more clearly" with the keys; "perception broaden" (God‟s eyes=angels)

36. Though the days just ahead are ones of unequaled darkness, know this: With these keys in your hand,
you will see everything more clearly and much brighter than you ever have, even though there is darkness all
around. (More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 2 [#3351])

Your perceptions will broaden as you see and experience the new state in which you find yourself, and you will know
that I am the Lord and you are My brides upon whom I dote. (More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 2
[#3351])

***
146. (Jesus:) Take care that you don't try to put the keys in a box. The keys are fluid, supernatural, and
changing. It is very important that you get to know the keys and call on them by name. (Mysterious Keys, The - Part
3 [#3599-1])

***
The keys can be your constant companions and helpers, and can aid you continually. So make use of them
continually. (Mysterious Keys, The - Part 3 [#3599-1])

(K’s note: I’ve only thought of this rather “poetically” so far—but maybe it is to be taken literally; maybe it is what
it is saying, in black and white. Who are our companions and special helpers?)

Power of the Keys—in prayers in the Bible?
[Something as important as the Keys, would it be embedded throughout the Bible in some coded or veiled way, to be
realised now? I think I found it!! It even has the same pattern of “the Power of the Keys”. It’s the ___ of the ___. It’s
all over the Bible!! I shouted when I discovered it that it was a term even used in prayer by a disciple in a VERY
well know verse, like we do with the keys!

Try reading these verses, and replace the Old Testament coded term that people used in prayer
“Name of the Lord” with “power of the keys” and see how it sounds. Then read the key promise below

this, where Jesus links “Name” and “Keys”.

*Some meanings in the dictionary of the mysterious term “name” and “in the name of: “family or clan” and
“belonging to”. “Name of the Lord” could also mean: The Lord’s clan or family [army?]/ belonging to the Lord.

Can “Name” be interchanged with “keys”?+
PSA.116:4 Then called I upon the name of the LORD; O LORD, I beseech thee, deliver my soul.

PSA.118:10 All nations compassed me about: but in the name of the LORD will I destroy them. PSA.118:11 They
compassed me about; yea, they compassed me about: but in the name of the LORD I will destroy them.

PSA.118:12 They compassed me about like bees: they are quenched as the fire of thorns: for in the name of the
LORD I will destroy them.

1KI.18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on the name of the LORD: and the God that
answereth by fire, let him be God. And all the people answered and said, It is well spoken.

ISA.50:10 Who is among you that feareth the LORD, that obeyeth the voice of his servant, that walketh in
darkness, and hath no light? let him trust in the name of the LORD, and stay upon his God.

2KI.2:24 And he turned back, and looked on them, and cursed them in the name of the LORD. And there came
forth two she bears out of the wood, and tare forty and two children of them.

1CH.16:2 And when David had made an end of offering the burnt offerings and the peace offerings, he blessed
the people in the name of the LORD.

JAM.5:14 Is any sick among you? let him call for the elders of the church; and let them pray over him, anointing
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him with oil in the name of the Lord:

JAM.5:15 And the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up; and if he have committed
sins, they shall be forgiven him.

(kp)There is healing in the Name of Jesus, and all of My healing power is given to you as you act in faith,
claiming the power of the keys.

PRO.18:10 The name of the LORD is a strong tower: the righteous runneth into it, and is safe.

 (KP) The keys are a strong tower. Call on their power and you will be safe from all harm or danger.
 (KP) Wield the power of the keys turned to swords, and remove the blockages in My Name.
 (KP) In calling on the keys in My Name and giving them honor, you are calling on Me and My power.
 (KP) If you ask anything in My Name, in the power of the keys, I will do it, and you will see miracles.
 (KP) Call on the power of the keys of the Kingdom, call My Name, call for My mercy, call for My help.
 (KP) The keys of the Kingdom are yours, and you only need to state your request and claim their power in

My Name.
 (KP) Prayers prayed in full faith and in the name of the keys for those who are sick bring immediate

results.
 (KP) Rebuke the attacks of the Enemy in the name of the keys, and his power will be destroyed.

Nothing can stand against the power of the keys.
 (KP) Ask in My Name, and in the power of the keys, and I will do it!

Well done!! Thank you for sharing this revelation..
PSA.20:7 Some trust in chariots, and some in horses: but we will remember the name of the LORD our God.

76. You've taken other things by faith, and you must take the keys of the Kingdom by faith too. The proof will
be in the results. Some trust in chariots, some in horses, but those who put their trust in Me, and in the keys, they will
rise above, and there will be no impossibilities to them. (Mysterious Keys, The - Part 3 [#3599-1])

6. Through the power of prayer, the power of loving Me, and the power of praise, you will have the power to command all
the forces of evil to be bound for a time, the power to work miracles in My Name, the power to use My will to fight for you in
battle. (More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 2 [#3351])
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